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(57) ABSTRACT 

The waterproof/breathable moisture transfer liner for alpine, 
Snowboard and hiking includes an inner liner selected from 
technically advanced fabrics which are carefully selected. A 
series of layers are provided outside the inner liner including 
foam material and insulated nonwoven layers, breathable 
membranes, a Supportive mesh included in a moldable foam, 
or moldable a spacer material and an outer shell fabric. The 
applicability of the liner to alpine boots, snowboard boots, 
cross country boots, hiking boots, protective gear, helmets, 
bouldering shoes, paddling apparel and gear along with 
appropriate variations for each application are disclosed. 
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WATERPROOF/BREATHABLE, MOISTURE 
TRANSFER, SOFT SHELLALPINE BOOTS 
AND SNOWBOARD BOOTS, INSERT LINERS 

AND FOOTBEDS 

0001. This is a continuation application of U.S. Ser. No. 
1 1/341,374, filed Jan. 30, 2006 (now U.S. Pat. No. 7,314, 
840), which is a continuation application of U.S. Ser. No. 
10/600,711, filed Jun. 23, 2003, which claims the benefit of 
U.S. 60/390,221, filed Jun. 21, 2002 and U.S. 60/421,076, 
filed Oct. 25, 2002. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to liners used in a 
variety of applications. For example, the liner of the present 
invention may be employed in a variety of applications 
including Alpine boot, Soft-shell alpine bootlight hiking and 
running shoes and hiking boots. The liner is breathable and 
transferS moisture to increase comfort for the skier, Snow 
boarder, hiker and the like. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Various types of liners are known for the prior art. 
However, these liners do not provide the advantages realized 
by the present invention. The present inventor has recognized 
the problems faced by snowboarders, skiers and hikers and 
developed liners to overcome such problems. 
0004. There is an ongoing need for comfort, breathability, 
and Support for the Snowboard or alpine lining. In prior 
designs, a rigid, non-breathable outer material. Such as vinyl, 
foam, and nylon is often used. The inner liners have been 
leather, synthetic leather, nylon, or polyester blends which 
extremely limited the ability to breathe or wick moisture 
away from a rider's body. These materials have also prevented 
the foot from breathing adequately. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0005 FIG. 1 illustrates a first portion of the liner according 
to a first embodiment of the present invention. 
0006 FIG. 2 illustrates a second portion of the liner 
According to a first embodiment of the present invention. 
0007 FIG. 3 illustrates an example of the liner according 

to the first embodiment of the present invention. 
0008 FIG. 4 illustrates the liner shown in FIG. 3 which 
will form a part of a snowboard or alpine liner. 
0009 FIGS. 5(a) and5(b) illustrate a sole portion of a liner 
constructed according to a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0010 FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate a tongue portion of a snow 
board or alpine boot constructed according to the first 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0011 FIG. 8 illustrates a more detailed view of the liner 
portion used for the tongue of FIGS. 6 and 7. 
0012 FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of the liner used in the 
upper cuff area. 
0013 FIG. 10 illustrates the travel of moisture through a 
reticulated, open cell foam, spacer fabric then a flexible mesh 
and into and through a breathable membrane according to the 
first embodiment of the present invention. 
0014 FIG. 11 illustrates the toe portion of a snowboard or 
alpine liner according to a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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0015 FIG. 12 illustrates an overall drawing of a snow 
board soft alpine, alpine or hiking boot insert liner which will 
incorporate the liner of the present invention. 
0016 FIG. 13 illustrates an insert for an in-line skate or 
hockey skate with a first portion enlarged. 
0017 FIG. 14 illustrates another embodiment of an insert 
for an in-line skate or hockey skate with a second portion 
enlarged. 
0018 FIG. 15 illustrates another embodiment of an insert 
for an in-line skate or hockey skate with a third portion 
enlarged. 
0019 FIG. 16 illustrates an insert for a soft-shell alpine 
boot with a first portion enlarged. 
0020 FIG. 17 illustrates an insert for a soft-shell alpine 
boot with a second portion enlarged. 
0021 FIG. 18 illustrates a soft-shell alpine boot exterior 
shell composite. 
(0022 FIG. 19 illustrates a soft-shell alpine boot exterior 
shell composite. 
0023 FIG.20 is a polymer shell for a hockey skate includ 
ing a moisture transfer liner. 
0024 FIG. 21 illustrates soft-shell in-line skate or the like 
exterior shell composite. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0025. The following detailed description of the preferred 
embodiments of the present invention is undertaken in con 
nection with the drawings. This description, while undertaken 
with respect to the disclosed embodiments, is intended to 
enable a variety of different applications and slight modifica 
tions which form a part of the present invention. More spe 
cifically, many of the materials used in this lining system have 
been developed relatively recently, and in many cases are still 
being modified and improved. Where possible, tradenames of 
specific products have been used to assist in the understand 
ing of the invention. The lining system according to the 
present invention can be easily adapted to accommodate fur 
ther developments in these materials. For example, while the 
preferred embodiments are illustratively presented below as a 
specific sequence of layers, it should be understood that one 
or more of these layers may be omitted depending upon the 
specific needs of any application. In other words, it is not 
strictly necessary to have a certain number of foam layers just 
as that disclosed in the currently preferred embodiments. This 
also applies for the other materials that are described. For the 
sake of conciseness, every possible combination contem 
plated by the inventor is not specifically described. With this 
in mind, the preferred embodiments currently envisioned are 
set forth below. 
0026 FIG. 1 illustrates a portion of the liner, or lining 
system, according to a first embodiment of the present inven 
tion. This embodiment is directed to a liner for a snowboard or 
alpine boot which is generally removable. The liner may be 
non-removable in Some embodiments and may the entire 
boot. The various layers of materials discussed below can be 
attached to one another in a number of ways, particularly by 
lamination, mechanical bonding (or Stitch bonding Such as 
that done by Tietex, Inc., NONWOVENS INC., Foss Manu 
facturing or XYMED GROUP etc.) or a combination of lami 
nation and mechanical bonding. Mechanical bonding can be 
performed using synthetic or natural fiber threads with or 
without the antimicrobial silver fibers, or the like. Mechanical 
bonding may be achieved by utilize the internal fibers from 
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the nonwoven. A nonwoven blend with or without silver 
fibers and may be flocked into the open cell foam or the 
nonwoven composite may be laminated to the open cell. Hot 
Air or cold welding may be used in all applications to attacked 
the layers of the composites. As shown in FIG. 1, a first foam 
material (20) is provided between an inner liner material or 
knit or (10) and a nonwoven attached to a second foam mate 
rial (30). The inner liner (10) can be attached to the first foam, 
nonwoven or cellular elastomeric material (20) by lamina 
tion, mechanical bonding, welding or the like. The second 
foam material (30) is a germicidal, reticulated and or/open 
cell foam and has a thickness of approximately /32. TO /4 
inch. All of the foam materials used in the present invention 
are assumed to be breathable and hydrophilic in nature or by 
treatment. A hydrophobic foam may be selected if it is breath 
able. All foams may be treated with a hydrophilic foam coat 
ing, or a wicking solution to increase the moisture transfer 
properties and their thicknesses can be varied depending upon 
specific needs. All foams may include silver fibers, nonwov 
ens and nonwovens blends with or with out foam by Foss 
Manufacturing. Alternatively, Some of the foam materials can 
be replaced with a germicidal, hydrophilic open-cell foam 
mechanically bonded to nonwoven fibers. For example, a 
foam (made by Foamex) may be used in combination SSOFT 
HERM, a blend by Foss inclusive of antibacterial silver fibers 
and shaped polyester fiber. Preferably, a four deep grove 
polyester fiber or a variation of a shaped polyester is com 
bined with lyocel, pva, wool or a blend. Optionally, a shape 
synthetic fiber Such as corn, acetate, acrylic, or the like is 
wrapped in another natural or synthetic fiber or blend of 
synthetic fibers. The combinations lend endless possibilities 
to the performance criteria. Preferably, an open cellor the like 
or a hydrophilic foam by Dicon is attached to a moisture 
transfer nonwoven top sheet made of wood pulp, corn, poly 
ester, nylon, cotton, rayon, wool polypropylene, LYCRA, 
elastine fiber, lyocel, kapok, acrylic, acetate or a combination 
of these, etc. The nonwoven selected fibers may be included 
in the open cell hydrophilic foam such as that by Dicon, 
Foamex or the like. All Dicon foam and the like can include 
silver fibers or a blend of fibers. 

0027 All synthetic and natural fibers may additionally be 
included in the foam formation or fused together in the elas 
tomeric composite with water pressure. Alternatively, the 
nonwoven fiber blends, with or without the silver fibers, may 
be flocked into selected open cell foam and can be added to 
any foam, nonwoven, or fabric layer. All nonwovens in this 
embodiment are believed to aid in the transfer of moisture 
through absorption and transfer moisture (wicking) or a com 
bination of both moisture management mechanisms. The 
nonwoven has the option to be treated with COFOAM by 
HydrophiliX Inc., a patented process of coating a hydrophilic 
foam on fibers, nonwovens, fabrics, foams and materials. 
0028 Synthetic fibers for the most part are hydrophobic 
and encourage moisture vapor and moisture to flow along, 
around and over but not through the fibers so as to be carried 
away for evaporation. This process is called “wicking. Natu 
ral fibers and some synthetic fibers are hydrophilic and draw 
moisture vapor or moisture into themselves. In combinations 
these fibers both absorb and wick moisture away. Indepen 
dently, both natural and synthetic fibers encourage the move 
ment of moisture vapor. Many of these nonwoven fibers may 
be chemically modified to increase their moisture transfer 
characteristics with wicking or ionized solutions. 
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0029. The inner liner (10) is preferably constructed using 
specific fabrics possessing certain desired characteristics. A 
list of fabrics which can be employed depending upon the 
individual needs of their application as well as the individual 
needs of each person are provided below. These fabrics may 
either be used individually or in combination and can be 
double sided with one fiber on one side and another on the 
other side. Variations for use in an insert liners and compos 
ites for Snowboard, alpine, hockey and in-line skates shell 
boots or the like. The soft-shell boot, moisture transfer com 
posites are combined with a polymer skeleton framework. 
The moisture transfer liner is inserted into the moisture trans 
fer soft-shell boot and are specifically recited. The soft-boot 
insert liner requires that the external shell material be com 
bined with a polymer skeleton framework. 
0030 The first fabric is an anti-microbial, anti-fungal 
fleeced polypropylene (also referred to as polyolefin) 
LYCRA blend (2%) with INNOVA fiber, or the like. INNOVA 
is a continuous filament fiber (manufactured by Deercreek 
Fabrics, Inc., Coville or Menra Mills). Polypropylene is noted 
for its excellent inherent moisture transfer characteristics. 
0031 All polyester or polypropylene fabrics made by 
Coville, Inc. or Deercreek Fabrics are treated with TRANS 
POR DRY FIBERTECHNOLOGY, a wetting solution or the 
like. 

0032. The second fabric is an anti-microbial, anti-fungal 
polypropylene fleece having a polyester, cotton, acrylic rayon 
or wool backing, or the like (such as that manufactured by 
Coville, Inc.) This double sided fabric combines two moisture 
management mechanisms, wicking and absorption. The 
wickable synthetic fiber pushes the moisture away and the 
cotton, rayon etc. pulls the moisture up from the inner layer 
and spreads it out for transfer and evaporation. This double 
sided fabric may be used for winter hiking or climbing boots 
and various alpine boots, the backing made of polyester or 
cotton blends can be replaced with either natural or synthetic 
blends of fibers such as wool, cotton, silk, acetate, acrylics, 
tencel, rayon, polyester, corn or kapok fibers or the like. 
0033. The third inner lining material may be a nonwoven 
such as that made by Freudenberg called Vildona or Evolon 
made from microdenier polyester, nylon synthetic blends or 
nonwovens made of natural fibers and natural fiber blends 
Such as cotton, kapok, wood pulp and by-products Such as 
those by NatureWorks called (PLA) CORNUCOPIA made 
from a corn fiber. 

0034. The fourth fabric is an anti-microbial, anti-fungal 
polypropylene?cotton blend with ALPHA fiber (such as that 
manufactured by Intex Fabrics, Inc. or the like). 
0035. The fifth fabric is a FIELDSENSOR polyester with 
waffle weave construction (such as that manufactured by 
Toray and distributed by Yagi & Co., Inc.). Alternatively, a 
polyester material known as AQUA-DRY, manufactured by 
Teijin Shojin can be employed. 
0036. The sixth fabric is a hydrophilic anti-microbial DRI 
LEX BABY KID, DRI-LEX nylons or perforated material 
(such as that manufactured by Faytex Corp.) 
0037. The seventh fabric is a polyester looped terry (such 
as that manufactured by Kronfli Spundale Mills, Inc.). 
0038. The eighth fabric is a Sueded/sanded fleeced poly 
ester microfiber material (distributed by Yagi & Co., Inc. and 
Teijin Shojin, Inc.). 
0039. The ninth fabric is POLARTEC SERIES 100, 200 
and POLARTEC POWERSTRETCH which is a wickable, 
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moisture transfer fiber, containing LYCRA and polypropy 
lene. This fabric is also anti-microbial. 
0040. The tenth fabric is a moisture transfer fabric 
CERAMIC FLEECE by Calamai. 
0041. The eleven fabric is a wool blend with a cotton, 
polyester, or the like backing. 
0042. The twelfth fabric is an acrylic-based conductive 
fabric from Sterling Performance. 
0043. The thirteenth fabric is a nylon or nylon polyester 
blend possibly treated with TRANSPORT DRY FIBER tech 
nology manufactured by Gilford Mills. 
0044) The fourteenth fabric is a spacer fabric constructed 
of nylon, polyester, or polypropylene blend. 
0045. The fifteenth type of fabrics are selected chemical 
and naturally ionized synthetic fabrics and fibers such as 
(MICROSAFE ACETATE, MICROSUPREME ACRYLIC 
CYSTAR, BIOFRESH and the like manufactured by 
Celanese Acetate, Sterling Performance Fabrics, MICROSU 
PREME HIGH TECH ACRYLIC by Sterling Performance 
fabrics. 
0046. The sixteenth type of fabrics are ACRILLIAN or 
DURASPUN acrylics performance fabrics by Monsanto or 
blends of acrylics and polyester by Glenoit, or the like. 
0047. The seventeenth fabric is blend of performance 
fibers and TEFLON or FREELON blend of Friction Free 
Technology by Concept III. 
0048. The eighteenth fabric is a new blend of corn fabrics 
or corn and cotton fibers with wool by Draper Knitting. 
0049. The nineteenth fabric is peppered fleece a combina 
tion of cotton, acrylic or cotton, acrylic and polyester 
0050. The twentieth fabric is KWILL fleece by Concept 
III. 
0051. The twenty-first fabric is K-WICK by KronfliSpun 
dale Mills. 
0052. The twenty-second fabric is MICROLANA 
MICROFABRIC by Glenoit. 
0053. The twenty-third fabric is MICROSUPREME 
HIGH TECH ACRYLIC by Sterling Performance Fabrics 
blends of acrylic, cotton and polyesters fleeced fabrics. 
0054) The twenty-fourth fabric is NANO-DRY by Nan 
Tex, a blend of cotton and synthetics. 
0055. The twenty-fifth fabric is DRI-RELEASE by Con 
cept III Textiles. 
0056. The twenty-sixth fabric is by Dyersburg called 
DYERTECH. 
0057 The twenty-seventh fabric is DRYLINE by Milliken 
a hydrophobic polyesterand LYCRA. 
0058. The twenty-eighth is SWEET a polyester fabric by 
Tapetex. 
0059. The twenty-ninth is a polyester and polypropylene 
fabric blend by Coville, preferably COMFORTREL. Also 
preferred are moisture transfer knits by Coville and blends of 
cotton and polyester and/or polypropylene, preferably 
HIGHLANDER-PLUS or POLYGON STRETCH. 
0060. The thirtieth fabric is cross-dye POWER DRY and 
SMART FIBER fabrics by Wellman. 
0061. The thirty-first fabric is MICROMOVE by Burling 
tOn. 

0062. The thirty-second are polyester fabrics and blends 
by Kronfli. 
0063. The thirty-third is M.C.S. WITH NANO DRY. 
0064. Finally, spacer fabrics or fleeced fabrics of polyester 
or polyester blends manufactured by Malden Mills and others 
can be used. 
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0065 All synthetics and natural fibers and fabrics may 
have the option to be treated with Phase Change Technology. 
The addition of the Phase Change Technology to melt blown 
fiber is presently marketed by OUTLAST as THEMOCULE 
or by Freudenberg Nonwoven. The OUTLAST/DTI melt 
blown spun bond fiber, Freudenberg Nonwoven thermal 
fibers with Phase Change. Thinsulate or Thinsulite with 
Phase Change Technology or ThemoSense by Wisconsin 
Global Technology is an option in any layer in this system. All 
thermal layer with or with out Phase Change Technology may 
include silver fibers and may be ionized with addition fibers 
or a chemical Solution to increase moisture transfer. The 
synthetic or natural fibers in the inner lining layer 10, may be 
treated with Transfer Dry Fiber Technology, Intera Technol 
ogy or any wicking solution that increases moisture transfer 
capabilities. Alternatively, chemical ionized solutions may be 
applied to any layer or layers in the system to increase the 
moisture transfer properties of layers. Chemically ionization 
of synthetic fabrics involves permanently placing a slight 
charge in a fabric after the solution is applied. A combination 
of chemically ionized or wetting Solutions may be applied to 
the any fibers, fabric or foam in the liner system to enhance 
the moisture transfer performance of the fabric. Micro 
spheres or micro-encapsulated polymer sphere technology 
may be added to any fiber, fabric, nonwoven, foam, coating, 
membrane or treatment in this liner system. The spheres may 
be formed from a synthetic polymer Such as corn, acrylic, 
silica, wax, silver fibers or the like or the may be wrapped 
fiber or foam. The encapsulated micro-spheres or micro 
spheres may contain air, wax or a number of Solutions that 
assist in regulating temperature and are developed with mate 
rials to assist in the absorption and/or moisture transfer. 
0066. A preferable option to the inner lining fabric is a 
moisture transfer nonwoven or elastomeric composite blend 
by FoxRun Technologies (U.S. Pat. No. 6,074.966, the dis 
closure of which is hereby incorporated by reference) with 
natural or synthetic fibers. The elastomeric composite is made 
in one process and includes foam and fibers fused together 
with water pressure. The elastomeric composite may contain 
any of the fibers mentioned as well as the antimicrobial silver 
fibers or treatments. The elastomeric fibers may be treated 
with wicking solutions, chemically ionized, or fiber or fiber 
blends may be wrapped around individual fibers in the elas 
tomeric to increase the moisture transfer and/or absorption, 
thermal values, flexibility, tear strength or other performance 
properties. The elastomeric composite may be welded or 
needled to an abutting foam or a moisture transfer composite 
of foam and a nonwoven or SSOFTHERM blendora SSOFT 
HERM blend with foam (THERMALFOSS), nonwoventher 
mal with foam such as Thermolite. Thinsulite, or the like. 
Thermolite fibers or fibers by DuPont/DTI,3M, Freudenberg, 
Alhstrom or Kosa may be included in the SSOFTHERM or 
Foss composites. Alternatively, the thermal composite may 
be constructed with fibers from DuPont, GORE, Toray or 3M 
thermal nonwoven products with or without thermal melt 
spun fibers and/or Phase Change Technology and open cell 
foam or elastomeric composite. The fibers include the above 
mentioned fibers with or without an antimicrobial fiber 
added. HOLOFIBER by Wellman may be include in the 
nonwoven or elastomeric composite. The HOLOFIBER, sil 
ver fibers and/or shaped lobed fibers by F.I.T., or the like, may 
also be introduced into the foam or composite foam layers. 
The elastomeric composite and nonwoven composites may 
contain split thermal fibers. Alternatively, the elastomeric 
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composite may be needled into the foam, nonwoven compos 
ite or the THERMALFOSS nonwoven blend manufactured 
by Foss Manufacturing. Thinsulate, DuPont, GORE, 
Freudenberg, Toray or 3M thermal fibers, or the like. The 
thermal fibers or nonwoven products by DuPont or 3M such 
as Thermolite or THINSULATE nonwoven groups maybe be 
mechanically bonded, welded or laminated to the Foss ther 
mal composite blend or a single layer in the Foss nonwoven 
composite may be used as a scrum on one side or both sides of 
the Thinsulate or Thinsulite products. 
0067. Alternatively, a wet-laid or spun-bond nonwoven 
comprised of the synthetic fibers, natural fibers or a blend 
may be mechanically bonded to the thermal nonwoven with 
or without open cell foam or an open cell foam, nonwoven 
and foam composite or a combination of one or more. Option 
ally, The cellular elastomeric composite may be combined 
with the thermal nonwoven in Some performance categories. 
0068 An example of one preferable embodiment would 
constitute a thin layer of the shaped or lobed polyester fiber or 
polyester blend mechanically bonded to a Thinsulite or 3M 
nonwoven product, DuPont thermal nonwoven, Gore, 
Freudenberg, Toray or another thermal nonwoven or the like. 
The wet-lay or spin bond nonwoven or nonwoven Scrum 
provided a moisture transfer top sheet to one side or both of 
the thermal nonwoven. The thin layer of nonwoven fibers may 
be apertured. A elastomeric composite may replace this thin 
nonwoven layer or a composite offiber blends inclusive in an 
open cell foam Suggested may be substituted for nonwoven 
scrum on one side or both of the thermal nonwoven or foam 
layers in this liner system. In another embodiment a non 
woven apertured wet-laid fiber or spun bond blend is applied 
to the Foss composite, 3M or GORE, Toray, Freudenberg, 
DuPont nonwoven products on one or either side. The 
selected fibers may be treated with wicking solutions, chemi 
cal ionization or may be wrapped fiber combinations. Of 
course, the thermal nonwoven may utilize neither the non 
woven top-sheet, foam with fibers blends or elastomeric com 
posite in this application. 
0069. Thermal nonwoven layer is one of the previous 
combinations is Thinsulite, Thermolite, ultralite a blended 
variation of selected fibers or the like, SSOFTHERM or the 
Foss composite blend. 
0070. The Thinsulite 3M's line of thermal nonwovens or 
the DuPont thermal nonwovens may be altered to contain one 
or more of the following fibers; silver fibers, lobed polyester 
fibers preferably by F.I.T. polyester, lyocel, PVA, rayon, 
acetate, corn, acrylic or any variation or combination Sug 
gested in this application. 
(0071. The Foss thermal blend with silver fibers and lobed 
polyesters, PVA, and/or lyocel or wool with or without foam 
is the preferably option in any of the layers 20,30,50 in this 
liner system. The Foss or Freudenberg nonwoven or non 
woven composite can abut on one side or both an open cell 
foam or the inner or exterior shell fabric and can be treated 
with a wicking solution. In a number of performance catego 
ries the Foss nonwoven composite may be treated with a 
breathable membrane. Optionally, the Foss, Freudenberg 
nonwoven or the like may include Phase Change fibers Tech 
nology or Micro-sphere Technology. 
0072 Optionally, the Foss Thermal nonwoven composite 
may be omitted and the selected nonwoven fibers in the Foss 
composite may be flocked into the foam layer or layers of the 
insert lining or outer shell boot composites. In some perfor 
mance categories the selected nonwoven fibers and/or the 
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shaped or lobed polyester or polyester blended fibers with or 
without silver fibers are flocked into the foam layer or layers 
and abut the Foss composite or a thermal nonwovens men 
tioned above. Optionally, a wet-lay nonwoven preferably 
aperture, or elastomeric composite containing at least one of 
the selected nonwoven fibers previously mention and be 
needled or welded into the foam or thermal composite struc 
tures in on either side or both this application. Alternatively, 
the nonwovens fibers are flocked to the back inner lining or 
exterior shell material or fabric to increase the moisture trans 
fer properties. In fact, nonwoven fibers and blends may be 
combined with any layer in this application by lamination, 
welding, flocking, fusing, or the like. 
0073. Selecting the proper materials, fibers, foam and fab 
ric combinations and blends depends upon the needs of each 
individual riders and skiers. The non-abrasive fabrics mois 
ture, used in the moisture transfer inner liner of the present 
invention greatly reduces the possibility of trapped thereby 
protecting the foot from fungus growth and any damage. The 
anti-fungal, anti-microbial polypropylene (polyolefin) fab 
rics quickly remove moisture away from the foot. Skin dam 
age is minimized because the polypropylene fabric or the 
friction-free fibers including Teflon, generic teflon or 
FREELON. The smooth, continuous surface or a soft micro 
denier fleece by Deercreek, Coville or the like prevents bac 
terial build-up which can cause foot odor and fungus. Chemi 
cal ionized or wetting solutions maybe combined with the 
polyolefins and polyester fiber blends to increase perfor 
mance levels. In further discussion it is important to assess the 
product and performance criteria required in selecting the 
materials and moisture transfer composite options. 
0074 All of these fabrics have good moisture transfer 
characteristics and prevent damage to a rider's foot by pre 
venting excessive moisture build-up. 
0075. The moisture transfer characteristics of the inner 
liner (10) causes moisture vapors to pass from a rider's foot 
through the inner liner (10) where it then comes into contact 
with the first foam, nonwoven or nonwoven and foam com 
posite (20). The moisture vapors travel through the first foam, 
nonwoven or nonwoven and foam composite (20) and comes 
into contact with a second foam, nonwoven or composite 
material (30). Preferably, layer 30 can be composed of the 
moisture transfer nonwoven blend by Foss Manufacturing, 
Freudenberg, GORE, or the like needled together with an 
breathable open cell foam. The nonwoven may be a spun 
bond or wet-lay preferably attacked to the foam by lamination 
or mechanically bonded. In some applications Stitching or 
welding is preferable. The nonwoven may also be included in 
the open cell hydrophilic foam such as those recently devel 
oped by Dicon Technologies, Foamex or the like. It preferable 
to add a anti-microbial silver fiber such as those by manufac 
tured by Foss Manufacturing or X-Static. 
0076. The nonwoven may be eliminated in some perfor 
mance categories and layers of foam with or without silver 
fibers and polymer mesh may abut the inner and exterior shell 
fabrics or materials. In some options the thermal fibers may 
be eliminated as well as the open cell foam and a foam 
Substitute made of nonwoven materials may be used. 
(0077. Preferably, the foam in layer 20 is /32 to /38 is a 
germicidal, reticulated, hydrophilic, open cell foam devel 
oped by Foamex, Dicon or the like) and backed with a non 
woven top sheet comprised of wood pulp, rayon, wool, cot 
ton, corn, polypropylene, lyocel, polyester, flax, acrylic, 
acetate, elasthane or a combination there of or the like. All the 
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prior nonwoven fibers wick or absorb moisture or both and 
provide moisture transfer characteristic to the liner system. 
0078. The foam material 20 can be attached to the mois 
ture transfer nonwoven top sheet by lamination, Stitched, hot 
welded, flocking or ultrasonically bonded. The moisture 
transfer nonwoven top sheet (when used) abuts the next layer 
of/32" to 4" reticulated/hydrophilic flexible polyester, open 
cell foam, or second foam material or a nonwoven by Foss 
Manufacturing, Freudenberg, Gore, 3M or Toray, Alhstrom 
or DuPont or a moisture transfer thermal nonwoven compos 
ite 30. Foss nonwoven may optionally, be combined with 
nonwoven fibers by 3M, Freudenberg Gore or DuPont ther 
mal fibers. Thermolite by Dupont, Thinsulite by 3M or the 
nonwoven by Gore or Freudenberg may contain silver fibers. 
The second foam material 30 may also be a germicidal, 
hydrophilic, open cell 48 foam, such as AquaZone, VPF, 
DRI-Z or the like. The second foam material is preferably 
backed with a moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet as men 
tioned above creating alternating layers of foam and non 
woven. As mentioned above these alternating layers of foam 
and nonwoven fibers transfer moisture, regulate temperature, 
increase performance and develop a moisture transfer system 
with or without thermal application. The moisture transfer 
nonwoven top sheet is preferably aperture and the foam is a 
breathable, open cell foam. The snowboard boot, alpine boot, 
soft alpine boot and shellboot, climbing and hiking bootliner 
may utilize the inner composite comprised of alternating 
layers of foam and nonwovens to trap moisture and prevent it 
from returning to the inner lining surface. The foam and 
moisture transfer nonwoven composite combination may be 
used in numerous locations to absorb and transfer moisture. 
This foam and moisture transfer composite creates a one-way 
system that allows moisture to travel only in an outward 
direction. Also, many of the foam materials are interchange 
able depending upon specific performance needs. Optionally, 
a number of the three and four layer fabric, nonwoven and 
foam composite combinations may be used for exterior Soft 
shell boot composite. 
0079. The foam materials can be flame laminated to a 
moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet of cotton, woodpulp. 
lyocel, corn, kapok, wool, polypropylene or polyester, or a 
blend thereof. The top sheet is a spun bonded is a wet-lay 
nonwoven. The wet-lay nonwoven is preferable apertured. 
The nonwoven top sheet and may be replaced with a woven or 
knit constructions comprised of synthetic or natural fibers or 
fiber blends in this embodiment. Wool fibers are an option in 
this layer. The moisture transfer nonwoven is not to be con 
fused with a moisture transfer thermal composite mechani 
cally bonded nonwoven manufactured, Foss Manufacturing, 
3M, Freudenberg, GORE, DuPont or the like. In some per 
formance categories the moisture transfer thermal nonwoven 
composite may abut the inner moisture transfer fabric and the 
nonwoven and/or foam composite will be omitted. The Mois 
ture Transfer Thermal composite may also abut an open cell 
foam or elastomeric composite. The foam layer is a breath 
able, hydrophilic, open cell foam preferably DuPont, or VPF 
by Foamex or DRI-Z by Dicon Technologies or the like. The 
Dicon Technologies open cell foam may optional be devel 
oped with glycerin. These foam can also be backed by mois 
ture transfer nonwoven top sheet or abut another open cell 
foam in a number of performance categories. 
0080. An option to the three layers of inner lining material, 
foam and nonwoven (10.20.30) is a lining composite made by 
Faytex material called DRI-LEX or a liner composite by 
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Dicon Technologies called DRI-Z or a composite by Schoe 
ller Textil call SCHOELLER COMFORTEMP abutting a 
open cell foam and a nonwoven thermal or spacer fabric 
material. The DRI-LEX, Schoeller and Dicon composites are 
comprised of a inner fabric, foam, a nonwoven or knitted top 
sheet may be added to this system in some embodiments. The 
Schoeller and or Dicon composites may be with or without 
the Phase Change Technology. All the composites are 
believed to be breathable. The addition of the selected non 
woven fiber blends mentioned above with transfer moisture 
and increase performance. The fabric, foam and nonwoven 
layers selection by Dicon, Faytex or Schoeller may include in 
Some performance categories. 
I0081 Alternatively, the first foam material (20) may be a 
cellular elastomeric composite. The elastomeric composite in 
layer 20 may be combined with the foam or thermal non 
woven in layer 30. The elastomeric composite is an excep 
tional moisture transfer composite layer comprised of foam 
and nonwoven fibers developed by FOXRUN. In one option 
elastomeric composite may attached to the Foss nonwoven 
composite with or with out and foam in layer30 and the inner 
lining material layer 10. This moisture transfer thermal non 
woven composite manufactured by Foss Manufacturing may 
replace the alternating layers of foam and moisture transfer 
nonwovens in layers 30 in some performance categories. This 
thinner liner option may be used to accommodate the alpine 
racebootliner. The elastomeric composite is created by fibers 
fused together with water pressure and can be reviewed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,074,966. The elastomeric is a nonwoven elas 
tomeric web material comprising a hydraulically entangled 
admixture of a elastomeric foam as a base and a second 
component of individual natural and/or synthetic fibers sub 
jected to pressured liquid water jets causing entanglement 
and intertwining of the first component and the second com 
ponent so as to form an integrated elastomeric web material. 
The elastomeric may include VPF open cell foam by Foamex. 
I0082. A split thermal fiber and/or lobed polyester fiber 
manufactured by Foss Manufacturing and the like maybe 
combined with the selected fibers in the elastomeric compos 
ites in the moisture transfer system. The elastomeric compos 
ite can be mechanically bonded or welded to the Foss thermal 
nonwoven composite, foam composites comprised of alter 
nating layers of open cell foam and moisture transfer non 
wovens or spacer fabric for a thinner race boot application, 
cross country boot or hiking or climbing shoe. Alternatively, 
the alpine race boot moisture transfer liner may be comprised 
of inner lining material layer (10) and the Foss thermal non 
woven composite layer (30) abutting a spacer fabric layer by 
Muller, FoxRun, Hextel or the like and layer (50) the outer 
fabrics. The elastomeric composite can be inserted between 
layer 50 and layer 80 to increase moisture transfer to the 
exterior sheet liner fabric. Optionally, layer 10.20, and 50 can 
be used in a helmet liner for snowboard and the like abutting 
the exterior shell polymer of the helmet. 
I0083. The Phase Change Technology by Frisby/Schoellar, 
OUTLAST, Freudenberg, Dicon, Wisconsin Global Tech 
nologies and the like may be in combination with the Elasto 
meric Technology by FoxRun Technologies. The Phase 
Change Technologies may also be applied to the fibers or 
foam of the elastomeric composite. The elastomeric compos 
ite maybe cold welded or mechanically bonded to the open 
cell foam or the abutting thermal or spacer fabric. The Phase 
Change Technology is optional in these elastomeric, foam, 
thermal or spacer fabric composites and products. The elas 
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tomeric may contain thermal fibers by DuPont, Foss, or 3M 
and may have an antimicrobial silver fiber added in some 
categories. PRIMALOFT may be an option in this thermal 
category include with foam and/or foam and nonwoven 
fibers. The OUTLAST, Frisby Technologies, Schoeller, DTI, 
Dicon or Freudenberg Nonwovens or the like microencapsu 
lated phase-change materials in fibers, coatings, fabrics, non 
wovens or foams can be laminated, welded or mechanically 
bonded to the outer fabric, nonwoven or to the abutting foam. 
The Phase Change Technology may be embedded in the 
encapsulated fabrics or in combination with structurally knit 
ted or woven waterproofed fabrics or nonwovens. The Phase 
Change technology may be include in fibers flocked to the 
back of foam or nonwoven materials and may be added to the 
hydrophilic foam coating by Hydrophilix, Inc. The tempera 
ture regulating membrane or coating called OUTLAST, by 
Gateway Technologies can be inserted between inner layer 10 
and the first foam material 20, or applied to the fibers or fabric 
of layer 10 or the material or composite blend in layer 10. 
Phase-change fibers may be flocked to the fabric, material, 
nonwoven or foam layers. 
0084. Alternatively, Phase Change Technology can be 
embedded in the first open cell, hydrophilic foam layer 20 
placed in the second foam material 30 or in the abutting or 
composite if used. The hydrophilic foam is preferably 
DuPont a flexible polyester, but can be open cell by Dicon or 
the like or a Frisby product called COMFORTEMP. 
I0085. The OUTLAST membrane or coating can be placed 
on the other side foam, outside or on top of the moisture 
transfer nonwoven top sheet, if present. In fact, Phase Change 
Technology by OUTLAST or Schoeller, Freudenberg Non 
wovens, Dicon Technologies, or Frisby may be combined 
with any fabric foam, nonwoven or insulated layer and can be 
on either side. The OUTLAST or Freudenberg Nonwoven 
melt-blown fibers with Phase Change Technology referenced 
in patent Ser. No. 09/699,744 and the international counter 
part PCT No. US01/41497 or the like can be added to the 
foam or flocked to the back of the foam, nonwoven and 
fabrics. 
I0086 Alternatively, THERMOSENSE by Wisconsin Glo 
bal Technologies may be applied to the fibers, fabrics and 
nonwovens in this liner system. THERMOSENSE is a phase 
change technology. 
0087. A number of patents have been issued to Triangle 
Research & Development Corp. disclosing details related to 
the processes now being employed by Gateway Technologies 
and Frisby. For example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,756,958 and 5.366, 
801 are directed to fibers and fabrics with reversible enhanced 
thermal properties, respectively. The disclosures of these two 
patents are hereby incorporated by reference. Other patents 
assigned to Triangle Research & Development Corp., that are 
related by Subject matter and have overlapping inventorship, 
include U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,415,22: 5,290,904; and 5,244,356. 
These patents are also hereby incorporated by reference. 
I0088 Another patent, U.S. Pat. No. 5.499.460, which has 
overlapping inventorship with the above-mentioned patents, 
is directed to a moldable foam insole with reversible 
enhanced thermal storage properties. The disclosure of this 
patent is hereby incorporated by reference, and is illustrative 
of one type of moldable foam that can be used as mentioned 
herein. 

0089. As shown in FIG. 2, a third foam material 50, which 
provides Support and has similar characteristics to the second 
foam material 30, allows the moisture vapors to continue their 
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movement toward the outside. This third foam material 50 
alternatively can be a moldable foam, Foss nonwoven com 
posite with or without a foam, a foam composite comprised of 
alternating layers of foam and moisture transfer spun bonded 
or wet-lay nonwovens, a thermal nonwoven or a thermal 
nonwoven comprised of moisture transfer nonwoven blended 
fibers and foam mechanically bonded together. Optionally, a 
thermal nonwoven such as SSOFTHERM, SSOFTHERM 
blend, Thermolite, Gore, Freudenberg or 3M thermal fibers 
insulation materials or the like with or without foam have a 
performance nonwoven or scrum needled or weld to one side 
or both sides in layer 50. A breathable spacer fabric or a 
combination of the composites materials maybe applied to 
layer 50 in some performance categories. The spacer fabric by 
Muller or the like, honey-comb spacer material by FoxRun or 
the like or STYROFOAM is easily molded to take the neces 
sary shapes such as the shape of an ankle, heel cup and foot 
bones, and is positioned so as to allow the moisture to pass 
through into Subsequent elements and increase comfort and 
performance levels. Layer 70 is a waterproof/breathable 
membrane or coating and is optional in this liner system. The 
breathable ultra thin, micro-porous synthetic membranes or 
coatings have millions of tiny holes that allow moisture vapor 
to escape to the outer fabric surface. The permeable, hydro 
phobic membrane is laminated to the outer shell fabric or 
abutting foam, thermal nonwoven, or moisture transfer non 
woven. It is not recommended that the membrane or coating 
be applied to the spacer fabric by Muller or the like. The 
membranes if applied are preferably hydrophobic with mil 
lions of holes or pores built into the surface allowing water 
vapor and heat to escape. However, breathable hydrophilic 
membranes may be used in some performance categories. 
Alternatively, the membrane may be replaced may be a water 
proof breathable permeable hydrophobic coating with tiny 
pores built in applied the shell fabric or material or abutting 
foam or nonwoven or nonwoven thermal blend. 

0090 The waterproof breathable hydrophobic coating is a 
preferable alternative to the breathable membrane in some 
performance categories. Optionally, an application utilizing a 
hydrophilic monolithic or nonporous coating applied to the 
back of the fabric or nonwoven. The coating allow controlled 
breathabiltiy in a molecular transfer process. The selected 
options are MFT, LAYTEK EXELTECH, DUREPEL 1000, 
ENTRANT GIL, AQUADOR, CELTECH, AQUADOR, 
SYMPATEX WINDLER, EVENT, SYNTHETIC ELASTIC, 
ENDURANCE, TRIAD, STORM-TEX, ACCUVENT BY 
ENTERPRISE COATING or waterproof breathable mem 
brane by Gore-Tex (Gore-Tex Immersion Technology) or the 
like may be applied. The outer layer 80 of the overall lining 
system can be treated with a waterproof breathable film or 
finish, a coating, a membrane or a encapsulation by Toray, 
Nextec U.S. Pat. No. 5,004,643 or the like. The preferable 
embodiment is the or fiber or fabric encapsulated of the outer 
fibers fabric preferably by Nextec or Toray. Encapsulation 
may be applied to the fibers in a layer internally in a fabric. 
The layer of treated fibers in a fabric maybe on the face, in the 
middle or in the base of fabric creating varying degrees of 
waterproofing. The yarns may be coated with silicon or a web 
layer may be included in a fiber layer in the fabric or the like 
to waterproof the entire fabric layer as in U.S. Pat. No. 5,004, 
643, which is hereby incorporated by reference A waterproof 
breathable DWR finish or film applied to the shell waterproof 
breathable finish may be applied with an encapsulated fiber in 
Some performance categories. A fabric is alternative option to 
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the encapsulated fabrics. Suggested products Such as 
DURAPEL PLUS, TRAVTECH, HYPER D-WR, 
ENTRANT G2-XT or eVENT fabrics. 
0091. As previously stated layer 50 may be a foam, a foam 
composite with polymer mesh with or without fiber blends, 
Foss nonwoven composite or a spacer fabric and may be 
moldable. The third reticulated/open cell foam or material in 
layer 50 can be designed to provide a well defined heel lift, 
and heel pocket. This invention develops the components 
necessary to increase the technical performance of the prod 
ucts. The increased support and moisture transfer around the 
heel, toe, and ankle allows the rider to maintain a continuous 
comfort level during performance. The toe box is from top to 
bottom, wider and more flexible than in previous alpine or 
snowboard liners. The laminated or mechanically bonded 
foams, nonwovens and spacer fabrics under the heel Support 
the rider's lower back and allows for a comfortable stride. 
With this added comfort, the aggressive or recreational rider's 
or skier can achieve a higher level of continued performance. 
0092. As shown in FIG.3, between the supporting second 
foammaterial 30 and the third foam material 50 is a structural 
mesh 40 which can be a flex guard, for example Such as one 
manufactured by Naltex or Conwed or the like, that adds 
structural integrity to the lining system. In one option the 
structural mesh may be include within the foam layer 20.30 or 
50 or attacked to the foam or spacer fabric. Alternatively, the 
structural mesh may be between layer 20 and 80 in some 
performance categories. The foam including the mesh may be 
a hydrophilic and open cell foam. The flex guard and foam 
composite may be used in place of the spacer fabric, moldable 
foam, thermal composite in layer 50. 
0093. The mesh may be applied by lamination or welding 

to the spacer fabric or foam between layer 50 and 80 or to the 
third foam layer 50. Also, the mesh may be not used in some 
circumstances. 

0094. A moldable foam such as PORON, if used can be 
made punctured to allow breathability and moisture transfer 
in the heel, tongue or toe. Alternatively, the foam can be a 
reticulated or hydrophilic, open-cell flexible polyester foam 
structure, or the like in the toe box, heel and ankle pocket. A 
moisture transfer nonwoven top-sheet (with or without aper 
tures) can be attached to the moldable foam. If a moldable 
foam or a spacer fabric is used, then the second foam material 
may be omitted in some thinner applications. Also, the mold 
able foam can be a hydrophilic foam such as DuPont. As 
mentioned earlier, the third foam material 50 is preferably 
similar in construction to the second foam material namely 
being either germicidal, reticulated and approximately /s to 
/4 inch thick, or being germicidal, hydrophilic open-cell (for 
example DuPont, VPF or DRI-Z). This material is preferably 
laminated to a moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet (which 
may or may not be apertured) comprised of corn, polyester 
woodpulp, lyocel, rayon, kapok, cotton fibers or a blend. The 
top sheet abuts the waterproof/breathable membrane in layer 
70 or waterproof breathable finished, filmed, coated or an 
encapsulated outer shell fabrics. 
0095. It is recommended for extreme sports performance 
and protective gear products that the moldable foam or spacer 
fabrics used in place of the breathable flexible mesh and the 
open cell composite in layer 40. Layer 40 may be also a spacer 
fabric welded to a flexible mesh or a spacer fabric combined 
with flexible mesh and foam composite may be combined. 
The breathable flexible mesh be alternatively incorporated 
into the open cell foam. The flexible mesh incorporated into 
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the foam in one process creates moldable foam composite and 
may be used in place of the spacer product. The spacer fabric, 
or foam nonwoven composite or mesh and foam composite 
may be combined with the Foss Thermal nonwoven compos 
ite for the alpine race boots, ice boots or the like. The non 
woven and foam composite are highly moldable, breathable, 
and transfer moisture. The spacer fabrics can be of synthetic 
or natural fiber blends such as those made by FoxRun Tech 
nologies and the like. In one options a spacer fabric may abut 
the inner lining material, or inner lining two layer composite 
of liner material and foam or lining material, foam and non 
woven blend. Another option includes the inner material, 
abutting the elastomeric composite on one side and the exte 
rior shell fabric on the other side to create a thin performance 
liner. The elastomeric composite may be welded or flocked to 
the inner lining material or shell fabric. A breathable mem 
brane between the exterior shell fabric may be waterproofed 
with a finish, film, or encapsulation or none of the options 
may be applied I certain performance categories. 
0096. For snowboard, alpine and hiking boots, due to the 
cold weather conditions, a combination of thermal moisture 
transfer nonwoven nonwovens, foam composites and spacer 
fabrics are recommended. THERMOLITE, QUALLOFIL, 
THERMALOFT, SSOFTHERM, THINSULATE, PRI 
MALOFT or the like and foam mechanically bonded, or 
laminated together or a foam composite comprised of a 
SSOFTHERM blend by Foss Manufacturing mechanically 
bonded together with open cell foam is preferred. An elasto 
meric composite may be flocked or needed to the thermal 
nonwovens mentioned above to assist in moisture transfer 
performance. The Foss nonwoven blended layers without 
open cell foam may be used in some performance categories. 
The Foss nonwoven blend maybe an alternative in a number 
of layers in this moisture transfer breathable system and in 
Some products the open cell foam may include a flexible mesh 
abutting the nonwoven composite. The Foss nonwoven blend 
with thermal fibers and foam added is here by referred to 
called THERMALFOSS. The Foss nonwoven blend, SSOFT 
HERM with or without foam or THERMALFOSS may be 
applied to layer 50 as previously discussed or abut the spacer 
fabric in layer 50 as layer 30. THERMALFOSS is a blend of 
four deep grove polyester fibers, silver antimicrobial fibers 
and a combination of the above mention nonwoven fibers. 
The THERMALFOSS composite may be added between 
layer 70 or 80 in some performance categories. In applica 
tions requiring a thinner composite options, such as in race 
bootliners, alpine cross country, ice skates, hiking and climb 
ing shoes and boots, bouldering shoes and paddling sports 
equipment apparel and helmets, accessories the THERMAL 
FOSS may be applied to layer 20, or 30, 40 and abut the inner 
lining of moisture transfer fabric. 
(0097. Optionally, the Thermolite or the like or Foss non 
woven composite with or without foam or THERMALFOSS 
may be mechanically bonded, welded or laminated to a spacer 
fabric preferably by Muller Textil. An option to the spacer 
fabrics by Muller Textil or the like are spacer fabrics by 
FoxRun Technologies. These honey-comb constructed 
spacer fabrics of synthetic and natural fiber blends are recy 
clable and environmentally friendly. Spacer fabrics con 
structed with corn, cotton, flax, kapok, woodpulp, polyesters 
fibers and the like are preferable. On going research to 
develop recyclable, bio-degradable alternatives to conven 
tional spacer fabrics is goal of this breathable liner system. 
Presently, the research by Naturework on by-products of corn 
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fibers and Foxrun on alternative re-cycled polyester and natu 
ral fibers and construction are be evaluated for layer 50. A 
special blend of DuPont fibers and corn fibers with or without 
foam may be an option in some categories. A thinner option 
for bouldering shoes, all weather boots, etc. may be the four 
deep grove polyester manufactured with silver fibers by Foss 
Manufacturing mechanically combined with a open cell foam 
and a waterproof mesh. An elastomeric composite with a 
selected group of previous suggested fibers including wool 
may also mechanically bonded to the Foss, GORE, 3M or 
DuPont Nonwoven or the like polyester fibers. 
0098. As discussed layer 50 may be a thermal nonwoven 
such as Thinsulite or Thermolite or the like. Thermolite, 
manufactured by DuPont, is a thin insulation having a hollow 
polyester fiber laid in random layers with an acrylic binder 
(loose felted) needle punched through the cross section to 
attach layers and tie them down. Various types of Thermolite 
can be used, such as Thermolite extreme, Thermoloft, 
Microloft, TFI 2000 G/M2, TFI 4000 G/M2, QUALLOFIL 
etc. in layer 50 in a number of products and various perfor 
mance level. The thermal may be mechanically bonded to the 
spacer fabric by Muller, FoxRun Technologies or the like and 
can abut layer 70 or 80. In a number of thinner liner options 
Such as a ice skate, hiking shoe, climbing boot, etc., the 
combined composite of a moldable spacer material and ther 
mal nonwoven composite and may be used abutting the inner 
moisture transfer fabric or material on one side and the exte 
rior shell fabric on the other. The layered moisture transfer 
breathable system can be molded in one process. A preferable 
embodiment for the race alpine boot liner or the hiking shoe 
develops a three layer inner lining composite abutting the 
thermal nonwoven or thermal nonwoven composite and the 
outer shell fabric. Alternatively, a three layer composite con 
sisting of a innerlining fabric, open cell hydrophilic foam and 
a nonwoven by manufactured by Dicon Technologies, Schoe 
ller Textil or Faytex DRI-LEX. These composite construction 
may abut the foam, spacer fabric or thermal nonwoven prod 
uct as an option in this moisture transfer system. Fabric com 
posites maybe used next to an open cell foam and/or spacer 
fabric and an exterior shell fabric for a hiking shoe, ice skate 
etc. 

0099. Alternatively, the elastomeric cellular composite 
may be mechanically bonded to the thermal nonwoven com 
posite or replace the open cell foam layer embedded in the 
thermal composites or Thinsulite. Thermolite or the like. The 
elastomeric composite may be welded or mechanically 
bonded to the nonwoven or foam composite with open cell 
foam or the thermal nonwoven composite to increase mois 
ture transfer capabilities. Alternatively, the elastomeric and 
silver fibers may be flocked to the open cell foam or inner 
lining fabric. The elastomeric and foam or nonwoven combi 
nation may replace any layer or layers in this moisture trans 
fer system. Preferably, the elastomeric composite are used in 
a thinner application for technical apparel, golf, running and 
tennis shoes and the like. 

0100 Layer 70 is a breathable membrane if used. The 
Phase Change Technology by OUTLAST Technology may 
be added to layer 70. The breathable membrane and Phase 
Change Technologies may be combined to increase the ther 
mal attributes of the moisture transfer system. The Phase 
Change Technology by OUTLAST Technology, Frisby Tech 
nologies, Wisconsin Global Technologies, Schoeller Textil, 
Freudenberg or Dicon Technologies or the like can be applied 
to the fabrics, nonwovens, foams, elastomeric composite, 
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thermal nonwovens or fibers blends in the liner. In the case of 
Frisby Technologies the foam may be COMFORTEMP or 
COMFORTEMP DDC. In the case of OUTLAST Technol 
ogy, the Phase change microencapsulated technology may be 
applied to fibers, fabrics, nonwovens, breathable membranes 
or carried in a binding agent applied to a foam, fabric or 
nonwoven surface. The OUTLAST Technologies (Phase 
change Technology) may be applied in a coating, membrane 
or directly on the fabric or in the fiber. In one option, Phase 
change Technology is added to wood pulp or cotton fibers or 
a blend with or without elastine fibers may replace the layers 
of the aperture nonwoven. This Phase Change paper or like 
wet-lay product may be used in the layers of foam and non 
wovens an is optionally moldable. In fact, this paper product 
may be used with or without the Phase change Technology to 
enhance the moisture transfer in this liner system. The natural 
and synthetic paper fibers may be included with foam with or 
without Phase Change materials for disposable composite 
products for medical and industrial use. The moisture transfer 
breathable liner can be developed with or without the Phase 
Change Technology. The Phase Change Technology can be 
applied to any layer in this moisture transfer system. An 
option to Phase Change Technology is the microencapsulated 
thermal glass or polymer spheres applied to a foam layer, a 
nonwoven or fabric layer. The air sphere may add insulation 
to the open cell foams and the nonwovens in this invention. 
Suggested nonwovens and foams by Dicon Technologies, 
Foamex, Freudenberg, Dupont, DTI, Gore or 3M Nonwovens 
or the like are recommended. These glass or polymer spheres 
can be applied any fabric, insulated nonwoven, foam or the 
elastomeric composite layer. The Dicon foam may include 
FOSSHIELD or antimicrobial fibers. Fossheild may be 
included in Freudenberg, Dupont, and DTI nonwovens or the 
like. The preferred thermal embodiment in this application is 
the selected THERMALFOSS composite manufactured by 
Foss Manufacturing which transfers moisture. 
0101 If encapsulation technologies fabric by Nextec, 
Toray, ASF or the like is used in outer layer 80 as discussed 
herein, then it preferable to use a thermal composite. Ther 
molite, Foss nonwoven thermal composite (Thermalfoss) 
with or without foam or Thermolite or Thinsulate abutting the 
spacer fabric in layer 50. 
0102. In of a number of performance category the inner 
lining fabric material abuts a thermal composite and a spacer 
fabric and outer shell fabric. The thermal fibers and compos 
ites are eliminated in warmer liner applications. 
0103) The moisture vapor continues from the second foam 
or foam or nonwoven composite material 30 through the 
mesh, or spacer fabric or the third foam layer. The third foam 
layer may optionally incorporated the mesh and be moldable. 
Alternatively as discussed, layer 50 beathermal composite or 
a nonwoven foam composite. The moisture transfers through 
absorption or wicking through layer 50 to the outer shell 
fabric or through layer 70, a breathable membrane. The prod 
ucts and performance criteria determine the selection in layer 
50. The moisture vapors are then passed through waterproof/ 
breathable membrane layer 70 if applied. The moisture 
vapors are absorbed into waterproof/breathable membrane 
passed through to an outer layer of fabric 80, as shown in FIG. 
4. The waterproof/breathable membrane 70 can be selected 
from a variety presently available on the market. 2000/PLUS/ 
STANDARD/1300, SECO-TEC, THINTECH, LAY-TEK, 
SYMPATEX WINDLER, SYMTHETIC ELASTIC, 
ENDURANCE, TRIAD, STORM-TEX, ACCUVENT by 
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Enterprise Coating, eVENT ACTIVE COMFORT, eVENT 
DRYCOMFORT, ENTRANT DERMIZAX, ECLIPSE, 
ENDURANCE, ENTRANT eVENT DRYTRAIL by BHA, 
WINDSTOPPER by Gore and WITCOFLEX SUPER DRY 
FILM by Baxanden Chemicals (a hydrophilic membrane) are 
currently being considered as well as numerous additional 
membranes in the marketplace. However, the membranes 
currently considered to be the preferred ones are called 
TX-1540 (application by Shawmut Mills) or membranes dis 
tributed by Harrison Technologies or Brookwood companies. 
TX-1540 is intended to be an ultra-thin, skin friendly, mois 
ture barrier that allows moisture vapors to escape while pre 
venting outside water from penetrating. The Phase Change 
Technology inclusive in a membrane by Outlast is an optional 
in this moisture transfer liner or the Frisby or Schoeller COM 
FORTEMP foams or Freudenberg nonwovens in combina 
tion with other membranes or with encapsulation, waterproof 
films or finishes fabrics or fibers. Of the various encapsulation 
techniques, the one practiced by Nextec is particularly advan 
tageous. This invention Suggests the use of the Phase Change 
Technology to enhance the thermal abilities of the liner mate 
rials. However, natural and synthetic thermal fibers and com 
bined foam and moisture transfer nonwoven composites are 
the preferable embodiment in this moisture transfer system. 
Variations of these systems can accommodate sports apparel 
and protective clothing. 
0104. Also shown in FIG. 4 is an optional protective rim or 
cuff 90, made of a reticulated moldable foam (by Foamex, for 
example). A spacer fabric by Muller Textil covered by a nylon 
blend or neoprene covered by LYCRA. The cuff is optional in 
the alpine boot and snowboard boot. A pull tab 100, prefer 
ably made of nylon, is connected to the protective rim 90. In 
the adventure sports applications such as climbing shoes, an 
abrasive protective material 110 is provided adjacent to a 
tongue 300. Another abrasive protective material 120 is pro 
vided around the heed portion of the shoe. Abrasive protective 
material 120 is supplied by Schoeller, DuPont, Nam Liong or 
the like. This protective material is optional in all alpine, 
snowboard, skate and soft-shell liners and boots as well as for 
protective gear for hockey and the like. The outer layer of 
fabric 80 of the lining system has 200 to 6000 denier strength 
and is made waterproofed by a breathable membrane, a film, 
finish or coating, or encapsulation technology or by using 
structurally knitted, water repelling fabrics. Encapsulation 
technology is the preferable embodiment for waterproofing in 
this invention and developed by a company called Nextec, 
Inc. or Toray, Inc. (a Japanese company, ASF or the like). 
Optionally, Nextec Encapsulated Technology can be com 
bined in a layer of fibers or fabric with the Outlast THER 
MOCULE fibers or nonwovens by Freudenberg or the like. A 
breathable membrane and encapsulated fibers or fabrics by 
Nextec, Toray or the like may be combined in some perfor 
mance categories with or without Thermocule fibers. 
0105 Frisby/Schoeller COMFORTEMP foam two and 
three layer composites inclusive of inner lining materials and 
foam with or without Phase Change Technology or a inner 
lining material, foam, knits or nonwovens backing maybe 
applied in this liner system. In one embodiment the Schoeller 
composite or the like abuts a waterproof breathable mem 
branes when applied in layer 70 or a encapsulated, film or 
finished exterior shell fabric in layer 80. The two and three 
layer Schoeller composite liner is an option in this moisture 
transfer liner. If the outer shell fabric is encapsulated then the 
Phase Change Technology by OUTLAST Technology, Frisby 
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Technologies, Schoeller, Wisconsin Global or Freudenberg, 
Dicon may be incorporated to the fibers, foam, nonwovens, or 
fabric in layers 50, 60 or 70 prior to encapsulation. The Phase 
Change Technology regulating molecules can be incorpo 
rated into the spaces between the encapsulated fibers and may 
be inserted at the time of encapsulation. The breathable mem 
branes, coating, finishes and films if applied preserves the 
outer layer of fabric 80 and perform as a waterproofbarrier for 
the rider's liners. If the encapsulation technology is applied to 
the outer layer of fabric 80, then the breathable laminate 
membranes need not be used. The Phase Change Technology 
is an additive and is option in this liner system. Thermal fibers 
and air sphere may be added to the foam or fabrics or non 
wovens layers with or without the Phase Change Technology. 
0106 The outer layer 80 may be any of the following 
materials, either individually or in combination. These mate 
rials include nonwoven synthetic blends, kevlar and nylon, 
polyester blends, synthetic breathable waterproof leather and 
fabrics, encapsulated fabrics and nonwovens or the like. Sug 
gested fabrics by Daewoo, Schoeller, NAM LIONG. Nextec, 
Brookwood, Freudenberg nonwovens, DuPont and Toray, 
Cordura and Supplex nylon treated by Encapsulation Tech 
nologies by Nectex or Toray, or the like. The outer shell layer 
80 made of nylon, Kevlar, polyester fabrics, polymer or 
spacer mesh or spacer fabric. The material combinations in 
layer 80 may be waterproofed by encapsulation, a waterproof 
breathable membrane, structurally knitting the fabric to repel 
water or coating and or finishing the fabrics with a waterproof 
film or spay. Preferably, the outer layer 80 is encapsulated or 
treated with a waterproof breathable finish or film. 
The outer shell may not be waterproof in some performance 
categories. The outer shell preferably is a combination of one 
of the above-mentioned materials abutting an elastomeric 
composite, an open cell foam composite or thermal non 
woven orthermal nonwoven composite. This ultra thin mold 
able composites may be applied to running, golf and lite 
hiking footwear or technical apparel or a number of 
performance products. 
0107. A preferable selection of Schoeller Textil blends 
such as Cordura, DUNAFIL TS70 and KEVLAR creates a 
fabric with abrasive properties of leather but breathable and 
flexible. Another excellent option from Schoeller Textil is of 
DYNAMIC EXTREME Cordura nylon or Cordura are 
another excellent selection in layer 80. Waterproof/breath 
able fabrics such as ENTRANT Gil, DERMIZAX, TUFLEX, 
GYMSTAR, DYNAMIC, or the like may be used in a number 
of performance categories. Technical products demand spe 
cific performance criteria Selected engineered fibers and 
foam combinations and layered constructions determine the 
Success of the moisture transfer system and are detailed for 
each product and performance level. The foam, foam com 
posite, moisture transfer nonwoven, nonwoven composite, 
elastomeric composites and fabrics may be treated with an 
ionized solution to increase the moisture transfer capabilities. 
A foam composite is defined in this invention is an open cell 
foam including a moisture transfer nonwoven layer or non 
woven fibers or an open cell foam backed by a moisture 
transfer nonwoven or alternating layers of foam and moisture 
transfer nonwoven. A nonwoven thermal composite is a 
needle punch nonwoven such as Thermolite. Thinsulite or a 
SSOFTHERM or the like or a blend of synthetic or synthetic 
and natural fibers mechanically bonded to a open cell foam. 
0108. A moisture transfer nonwoven composite is a spun 
bonded or wet-lay blend of natural, synthetic fibers or a blend 
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of these nonwovens fibers with or without the open cell foam 
and silver fibers added. The nonwoven synthetic fibers are 
optionally lobed, shaped or hollow fibers. The moisture trans 
fer nonwoven composite may be substituted in any layer of 
foam, thermal needle punched nonwoven or thermal non 
woven composite in this liner composite system. In one 
embodiment the moisture transfer nonwoven or mechanical 
bonding to an open cell foam. 
0109. A foam composite is open cell foam including, a 
nonwoven layer, polymer mesh or all three. The nonwoven 
fibers may be synthetic or natural fiber included in one pro 
cess during the formation of the foam. The foam composites 
may be substituted for the elastomeric composite or any foam 
layer or nonwoven layer. Alternatively, the foam composite 
may abut a moisture transfer thermal composite. The foam 
composite is not to be confused with an cellular elastomeric 
composite. The elastomeric composite fuses the fibers and 
liquid polymer foam together with intense water pressure. 
The foam composite adds the fibers or nonwoven layer to a 
liquid reactive polymer foam or frothed foam. In some cases 
the foam composite is heat set. 
0110. The inner lining materials or fabrics are an impor 
tant part of this moisture transfer system. The following fab 
rics and nonwoven materials are preferably selected for their 
moisture transfer abilities may be used for the lining of the 
inner liner insert or lining outer moldable shell composite, 
however any fabric or material listed may be applied in this 
composite construction. 
0111. The polyester looped terry blend by Coville, Kronfli 
or the like is an excellent wicking fabric and can remove 
moisture rapidly when treated with a wetting agent or com 
bined with chemically or naturally ionized fibers. Suggested 
for hiking applications. 
0112 The anti-fungal, anti-microbial, DRI-LEX nylon 
and nylon blended fabrics, like the polypropylene, is sanded 
and soft. The material is extremely comfortable and cool to 
the tough. Suggested for hiking and climbing applications. 
0113. The polyester FIELDSENSOR fabric works well 
with those individuals who prefer maximum performance. 
The liner absorbs moisture immediately. DRILINE by Mil 
liken offers a similar response and contains LYCRA for prod 
ucts requiring stretch. 
0114. A polyester microfiber fabric, COMFORTEL and 
FORTEL SPUNNAIRE by Wellman or DYETECH by Dyer 
burg, CONCEPT III or the like, is smooth to touch and wick 
able. A wetting agent may be added to assist in moisture 
transfer. 
Coville fabrics a fleeced or terry polyester. Freudenberg Non 
wovens materials. 
0115 Calamari cerami polyester fleece is an excellent 
option for winter products. 
0116 Conductrol acrylic based conductive fibers may be 
combined in an number of performance categories with natu 
ral fibers. 

0117. A structural knitted or woven natural blend of wool, 
cotton, corn, hemp or kapok may be used as an inner lining 
fabric option In some performance categories these natural 
fibers may be in combination with synthetic fibers and have 
LYCRA or elastic fibers combined for stretch or a felted wool 
and Ssoftherm blend with silver fibers may be utilized as the 
inner lining material. Alternatively, any of these inner lining 
materials may be backed with a flocked fiber blend of syn 
thetic fibers such as polyester, acrylic, acetate, tencel or natu 
ral fiber Such as cotton, wood pulp, lyocell, rayon or the like 
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or the inner lining material may be double-sided with one 
fiber on the face and another fiber or fiber blend on the back. 
Chemical ionized solutions, wetting Solutions and Surfactants 
may be added to the foams, nonwovens, thermal nonwovens, 
fabrics and spacer fabrics in this moisture transfer system. 
0118. Exterior shell boot composites for in-line, hockey 
skates, alpine, climbing and hike boots and shoes or the like 
are discussed in FIGS. 18, 19, 20. These moldable, breath 
able, moisture transfer exterior shell composites may be to be 
combined with a polymer skeleton framework in some 
options. The recently developed soft-boot for by Rossignol 
skis, Tecnica, Salomon are examples of a polymer skeleton 
and a nonwoven or fabric composite construction. This inven 
tions realizes the need for added moisture transfer exterior 
shell boot composite for the snowboard boot, ice and hockey 
skate, soft alpine boot and the like. Presently, the soft-shell 
alpine boot for down hill skiing is composed of a polymer 
skeptical framework combined with a non-breathable a syn 
thetic or leather composite. These existing products do not 
transfer moisture. In fact the boots are often hot and wet and 
eventual cold. The polymer shell is adhered to the existing 
synthetic or leather composite by adhesive, welding, fused, 
molding or the like. The existing soft-shell liners and boot 
composites are not breathable and discourage the moisture 
from evaporating. The invention presents moisture transfer 
liner insert that successfully moves the moisture vapor 
through the composite layers to the Surface material of the 
insert liner. 

The insert liner improves the dry climate of the boot substan 
tially. However the existing soft shell encompassing the insert 
liner is not breathable and does not transfer moisture. The 
soft-shell boot construction can be develop to transfer mois 
ture and increase the performance of the existing boots on the 
market with the following constructions. 

These composites may be used for protective gear, skates and 
hiking and work boot application. 

0119 The soft-shell exterior composite layers in FIGS. 
18,19, and optionally in 21 aids in the transfer of moisture off 
the surface of the insert liner. The moisture travels through the 
layers of the inner linerinsert and Successfully moves through 
the outer shell composite layers. The engineered fibers and 
foam layers of the soft-shell boot composite absorb and con 
tinue the transfer of moisture out of the boot. The soft-shell 
boot composite constructions are combined with the polymer 
skeleton and material. The soft-shell boot constructed with 
these moisture transfer and optionally waterproof composites 
and including the insert liner realizes a total moisture transfer 
and breathable product with the added benefits of thermal 
regulation and anti-microbial properties. 
0.120. This invention develops the following moisture 
transfer soft-shell composite to combine with skeletal poly 
mer inclusive in the Rossignol Skis, Salomon, Tecnica etc. 
soft-shell boot or the like. 

I0121. The first layer in FIG. 18, 19, or 21 is a blend of 
natural fibers such as cotton, kapok, hemp, wool woodpulp. 
lyocell or the like or a blend of synthetic fibers or natural and 
synthetic fibers. The nonwoven fibers maybe treated with a 
wicking solution or with Transfer Dry Fiber Technology or 
Wisconsin Technology and maybe aperture. Alternatively, a 
knitted or woven polyester blend may be substituted for the 
nonwoven inner facing material. This layer is 820 and 830 in 
FIGS. 18 and 19. 
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0122) Layer 822 and 832 is a thin variation of the moisture 
transfer needle punch nonwoven composite described in the 
previous embodiment or THERMALFOSS with or without a 
polyurethane coating. The exterior shell fabric is waterproof 
as discussed above. In one embodiment the THERMAL 
FOSS is needled or laminated to a aperture nonwoven or 
elastomeric composite abutting a foam and the inner lining 
material on one side and the exterior shell fabric. The non 
woven may be optionally coated with a polyurethane breath 
able polymer to increase stiffness and adhesively bond the 
exterior shell material. Layer 822 and 832 may be replaced 
with or a elastomeric composite, thermal nonwoven or non 
woven composite A polymer mesh by Naltex, Conwad or the 
like may be attacked to layer 822 or 823 in some performance 
categories. 
0123. In another embodiment a structural polymer mesh is 
combined with the open cell foam in one process and bonded 
to or placed between the exterior shell material. The foam 
may contain synthetic or natural fibers or both. The embodi 
ment may also combine the nonwoven in the foam as the inner 
lining face material of the exterior shell composite. The foam 
composite may be replaced by a spacer material in some 
performance categories. 
0.124. In another preferable embodiment the exterior shell 
waterproofed composite is developed with an inner lining 
fabric or nonwoven abutting a moisture transfer nonwoven 
composite or moisture transfer thermal nonwoven composite 
attacked to an frothed foam such as those developed at Textile 
Chemical and Rubber, Dicon or the like and the exterior 
fabric. 
0.125. The frothed open cell foam may alternative be sup 
plied by Hydrophillix or the like and may behydrophilic. The 
exterior shell fabric is treated with a coating, encapsulation or 
a film and is breathable. Optionally, the inner lining fabric can 
be laminated to the foam and a nonwoven to the exterior 
waterproof shell fabric. This composite construction is pref 
erable in the thinner applications such as the bouldering shoes 
and hockey, ice skate and bouldering, climbing shoes. 
0126. A foam or elastomeric composite or nonwoven 
blend may be laminated or welded to the inner lining material 
and outer shell fabric in one process accommodates another 
optional. The ultra thin moisture transfer composite may 
additionally included a structural mesh or spacer material to 
increase the rigidity and performance. FIG. 18 displays the 
mesh as layer 824. The polymer mesh if needed may be 
included or inserted in any layer in the exterior shell compos 
ite or inner liner insert. In one embodiment the elastomeric is 
the innerlining material creating a two layer moisture transfer 
composite system. 
0127. The exterior shell fabric may be a waterproof 
breathable leather, nonwoven, knit or woven blend. The pref 
erable construction is an antibacterial nonwoven synthetic or 
synthetic and natural fibers needled together with open cell 
foam and silvers fibers attached to the exterior shell fabric by 
a frothed foam. The thermal fibers may be manufactured by 
DuPont, Gore, 3M, Freudenberg or Foss Manufacturing or 
the like. The Foss nonwoven blend may be SSOFTHERM, 
with or with out foam. A nonwoven and foam composite. 
0128. It is preferable when utilized a waterproof breath 
able coating to select a permeable hydrophobic coating with 
tiny pores built for moisture vapor transfer performance. An 
open cell foam or frothed foam may replace the needle punch 
thermal composite in layer 110 nonwoven composite or ther 
mal nonwoven composite. The foam may have a structural 
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mesh incorporated during development or the structural mesh 
maybe laminated or welded to the foam or to layer 120. A 
nonwoven may optionally be inserted or laminated to the 
foam inner lining surface. Layer 120 is the exterior shell 
material comprised of nylon, polyester or KEVLAR blend, 
synthetic leather, leather or nonwoven. A breathable synthetic 
material or leather is suggested Such as that manufactured by 
Schoeller's or NAMLIONG. 
I0129. A optional composite construction would incorpo 
rate a elastomeric composite by FoxRun in layer 110 welded 
or fused to a nonwoven abutting a foam including a structural 
mesh or an elastomeric welded to a knitted fabric in layer 100 
and the synthetic shell fabric of the soft boot Layer 120. A 
similar composite construction may be used in layers 820 to 
826. The elastomeric composite may include a structural 
polymer mesh to increase the liner integrity. 
I0130. The insert footbed layer 200 of the moisture transfer 
liner is removable and constructed to move moisture down 
ward and out away from the rider's foot. The inner lining 
material abuts an open cell foam that is welded or laminated 
to an top sheet abutting a breathable moldable spacer product 
preferably by Muller Textil, Foxrun or the like. The bottom 
portion of the foam is preferably provided with a moisture 
transfer nonwoven top sheet as described earlier. The insert 
footbed can be used for all applications in this invention and 
may contain a structural polymer mesh or spacer material in 
Some applications. 
I0131 The moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet may be 
eliminated in some options and may be a knitted or woven 
construction. Alternatively, the foam and nonwoven combi 
nation can be replaced by the elastomeric composite, the Foss 
thermal composite (THERMALFOSS), a nonwoven blend by 
DuPont, Freudenberg, 3M or Foss Manufacturing or the 
moldable spacer fabric in the footbed. The hiking and climb 
ing shoes or work boots may require a thinner option similar 
to the hockey and ice skate, bouldering shoe and cross country 
boots comprised of a inner lining material or, an elastomeric 
composite and a moldable spacer fabric. The elastomeric 
composite may be welded or mechanically bonded to the 
spacer fabric. In fact the elastomeric composite can be in any 
combination in this footbed or liner system. The spacer fabric 
composite adds support and transferS moisture downward. In 
a foot wear product such as a lite hiking shoe the top three 
layer of inner lining fabric, elastomeric and a nonwoven 
would abut a molded polymer, foam or cork insert base. 
0.132. The foot bed for the alpine or skate may also be 
constructed with a moisture transferinner lining fabric, a Foss 
nonwoven blend with or without foam attacked to a molded 
base made of polymer, foam or a spacer fabric. Hydrophilic 
frothed foam by Hydrophillix, Inc. maybe be applied between 
the footbed shell fabric, the Foss nonwoven or the hydrophilic 
frothed foam by Hydrophillix may be applied to a nonwoven 
layer abutting the top sheet fabric and attack to the molded 
insert footbed polymer composite. The heel pocked foam or 
the spacer material protects the back of the heel. The foam and 
polymer mesh composite may be used to protect the heel, toe 
or side walls of the footwear protect. This cushion protector 
allows circulation in the heel. Toray's polyester FIELDSEN 
SOR fabric, Deercreek and Coville polyester and polypropy 
lene fibers and blends micro-fleeced or EVOLON by 
Freudenberg are some of the preferable lining material for the 
footbed or selected disclosed fabrics previously mentioned. 
A slow recover foam may be used in performance footwear, 
alpine boot or skate categories. 
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0133. The alpine tongue 300 is one of the inner liner mate 
rials mentioned above, especially the FIELDSENSOR poly 
ester, fleeced polypropylene, LYCRA blend with INNOVA 
fiber, the polyester microfiber, the polyester looped terry or 
the fabrics by Malden Mills, looped polyterry, polyester or 
polypropylene fleeced blends. This inner liner fabric 310 is 
preferably laminated to a structural Support foam composite 
backed by a moisture transfer nonwoven 320. The moisture 
transfer nonwoven abuts a spacer fabric or moldable foam 
330 with or with out a polymer mesh and fibers and the 
exterior shell selected fabric. Preferably, the open cell foam is 
/32" or 4". Alternatively, layer 320 may be an elastomeric 
composite or Foss thermal nonwoven composite welded, 
fused or laminated to the moldable spacer material layer 330 
and exterior shell fabric in layer 340. Layer 330 may be a 
polymer mesh inclusive in a moldable open cell foam. The 
spacer fabric and polymer mesh in the foam may be omitted 
in Some products or performance categories. The exterior 
shell fabric is selected from one of the outer fabrics men 
tioned and is partially covered by a molded perforated poly 
mer 350 for protection and support in the alpine boot. The 
tongue construction of the hiking and climbing shoes prefer 
ably utilizes the Foss and/or DuPont fibers or thermal fibers 
composite blends, moldable foam composite or the elasto 
meric composite with an inner lining material and exterior 
selected fabric and the spacer products may be eliminated. 
The hydrophilic open cell perforated foam 330 can take the 
shape of the foot bones and protect the upper foot from 
damage. The foam composite 320 can also be shaped to 
accommodate the foot and protect the ankle bones. Option 
ally, a moldable spacer fabric by Muller, or the like, may also 
be used as portion 330. Alternatively, an open cell foam, 
preferably reticulated open cell foam, may replace the spacer 
product and be treated with a hydrophilic foam coating by 
Hydrophollix, Inc. and molded to accommodate the ankle 
footbed, toe box or tongue. The open cell foam may also be 
treated with a wicking solution to increase its hydrophilic 
performance nature. The abutting nonwoven is applied may 
be treated with the hydrophilic coating or a wicking Solution 
in a numerous areas in this moisture transfer system. The 
treatment by Hydrophollix can be applied to any later in this 
embodiment. 

0134. A moisture transfer material 340 lies over the 
breathable, hydrophilic open cell foam with or with out the 
hydrophilic treatment or perforated foam 330. This moisture 
transfer material 340 is preferably. In one embodiment, a 
moisture transfer spacer mesh product is combined with the 
exterior shell fabric 340 and wraps around the outer edge of 
the tongue to allow moisture vapors traveling from the upper 
foot area to escape through moisture transfer material 340 to 
the outer surface of the tongue. Alternatively, the moisture 
transfer material may be a foam including an moisture trans 
fer nonwoven covered by a exterior shell moisture transfer 
fabric or an elastomeric composite welded to an exterior shell 
fabric. Material 340 also aids in providing a softer edged 
tongue and can be a nylon and polyester blend binding of 
mesh material treated with a generic TEFLON for water 
proofing. 
0135 Finally, as shown in FIG. 6, outer layer 350, which 
can be a breathable synthetic leather (by Daewoo Corp. Nam 
Liong or Nectex in NYC for example) or a material manu 
factured by Schoeller identified as Schoeller DYNAMIC 
(66502) or the like. 
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0.136 NAMLIONG fabrics in the ARMORTEX series are 
recommended for all exterior shell fabric options. 
I0137 The liners are preferably provided with a pull tab 
100 as illustrated in FIGS. 4, 9, and 10 on the back of cuff 90 
constructed of a slow recovery foam (by Rogers, or the like) 
moldable spacer fabric or neoprene covered by LYCRA. 
Optionally, cuff 90 can be omitted altogether. FIG.9 shows an 
opened up version of the liner looking from the back of the 
moisture transfer alpine liner or hiking boot. Located just 
beneath the LYCRA covered neoprene cuff or spacer fabric 
covered with a breathable nonwoven or synthetic leather 90 is 
an abrasive grip fabric material 410. Such as manufactured by 
Schoeller, Inc., NAMLIONG or the like and referred to by the 
number 6500. Below material 410 is a reflective grip com 
posite material an option in the hiking boot or climbing shoe 
application is a highly abrasive fabric 110 as shown in FIG. 4. 
Fabric 110 is preferable a KEVLAR, nylon Cordura, or the 
like. Finally, outer shell fabric 80 is the same as that shown in 
FIG. 4, and can be any of the fabrics listed previously in 
connection with outer shell fabric 80. The nylon pull tab 100 
allows the rider easy entry. 
0.138 FIG.10 shows the other side of the liner of FIG.9. In 
FIG. 10,510 can be a /4 inch moldable foam which has been 
punctured or a breathable moldable spacer fabric or the like. 
520 represents the combination of the moldable polymer 
flexible mesh and foam or the moldable polymer structural 
mesh included in the foam developed process (in case the 
moldable foam is not used as depicted), the outer shell fabric. 
As in all of the figures, the arrows depict the flow of moisture. 
FIG. 11 illustrates the toe portion 400 of the liner. Preferably, 
the toe portion 400 is constructed with an inner liner fabric 10. 
followed by a foam composite or Foss thermal composite 
material 30, followed by a breathable membrane if used 60 
and finally followed by the outer fabric 70. The exterior shell 
fabric as mentioned may be waterproofed by encapsulated, a 
coating or a finish or film. The foam material 30 can either be 
a single foam, two foams, a foam composite or a moisture 
transfer nonwoven composite, a Thermolite, a Thinsulite or 
the like and foam combination, Foss thermal composite with 
SSOFTHERM and foam or any of these in combination. 
Abrasive grip fabric is also shown. 

A breathable membrane, coated fabric or an encapsulated 
fabric is an option in the liner, hiking boot or climbing shoe. 
(0.139. The 6500 high abrasive fabrics manufactured by 
Schoeller, Inc., NAM LIONG or the like are optionally 
located on the back of the cuff and the top of the toe box and 
heel. The KEVLAR and Cordura, STARLITE, Cordura fab 
rics and selected high abrasion moisture transfer nonwoven 
provide comfort and durability to the liners and are extremely 
strong and resistant to abrasion and allow for breathability 
and performance. 
0140 FIG. 12 illustrates a snowboard or alpine insert boot 
liner incorporating the lining system discussed above. The 
snowboard boot may have a removable or non-removable 
liner as discussed above for the alpine boot. The following 
elements of the snowboard boot are shown: numeral 610 
represents a waterproof breathable synthetic leather or a 
leather by OutDry (Nextec), a KEVLAR fabric (made by 
Schoeller, or a similar material), Schoeller, DuPont & Toray 
or the like, Cordura, DYNAMIC EXTREME, KEPROTEC, 
or DERMIZAX by Toray; numeral 615 represents materials 
similar to that of numeral 610, but can have different colors 
for aesthetic purposes; numeral 630 represents a KEVLAR or 
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a material made by Schoeller, NAM LIONG, a synthetic 
material leather or the like, with the heel portion being syn 
thetic rubber, EVA, or the like, manufactured by Daewoo: 
numeral 635 represents an inner moisture transfer material 
covering a breathable molded breathable foam or breathable 
a spacer product numeral 640 represents a KEVLAR or Cor 
dura material; numeral 650 represents some decorative piping 
made of synthetic leather, Stitching, polymer or the like; 
numeral 655 represents a pull tab made of nylon or synthetic 
leather; numeral 660 represents the base of the boot which can 
be made of a synthetic polyurethane; numeral 670 represents 
a reflective KEVLAR back; and finally, numeral 675 repre 
sents an optional sock that can be inserted into the boot with 
the permanent liner or removable insert liner if desired. 
0141. The sock 675 is made up of three or four layers and 
similar to the thin race boot option. The first layer can be any 
of the inner liner materials discussed above. The second layer 
is a layer of elastomeric composite, foam composite or non 
woven composite, thermal nonwoven composite. Thermolite, 
Thinsulite, Gore nonwoven with or without foam or silver 
fibers. The third layer is a material that absorbs and transfers 
moisture Such as a ionized nonwoven blend, polyester blend 
manufactured by Deercreek fabrics, Menra Mills, NAM 
LIONG fabric treated with a wicking solution or the like. This 
layer is optional. The preferable outer shell insert sock con 
struction may be a three layer composite constructed of an 
inner lining material, a nonwoven composite with foam or 
without foam and silver fibers and an outer shell polyester 
mesh waterproof with a encapsulated, film or a finish. The 
inner lining fabric and outer shell layer material may be a 
nonwoven, knitted mesh or a woven construction. Encapsu 
lation technology can also be applied to the third layer by 
Nectex. Sock 675 can be used for additional warmth and is 
removable, unlike the shoe liner and can be insert into the 
snowboard, alpine liner or the like, for extra warmth. The 
insert sock liner is breathable and preferable used in a boot 
where the liner is not removable orthere is no liner available. 
The three layers can be attached to one another by lamination, 
although mechanical bonding, or Stitching, or ultrasonically 
bonded, can also be used. This insert Sock liner is recom 
mended for the all-weather boot by L.L. Bean or the like. 
0142. The alpine and snowboard race boot requires a thin 
moldable liner option. The insert liner for the alpine race boot 
preferably is constructed in following three options: Inner 
lining material abutting an open cell foam backed with a 
moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet. The three layer com 
posite islaminated to the Foss thermal composite and a spacer 
fabric material The exterior shell fabric is laminated to the a 
spacer fabric material. 
0143. In the second option the inner lining material is 
laminated to the Foss thermal composite and abuts the breath 
able moldable spacer fabric and exterior shell material. 
0144. In the third option the inner lining material is welded 

to elastomeric composite, the moldable breathable spacer 
fabric and exterior shell material. 
0145 Optionally, the exterior shell fabric may be a three 
layer composite constructed of foam, moisture transfer non 
woven and the exterior shell fabric. The three layer exterior 
composite may be attacked to the breathable spacer fabric and 
molded. In fact, any of the combinations may be molded and 
welded in this inventions. 
0146 The microfiber and chemical ionized technology 
disclosed above is rapidly developing and changing and has 
greatly increased the potential for improved performance of 
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Such products alpine boot, provided that they are properly 
utilized as in the present invention. These new technical 
fibers, materials, foams and moisture transfer composite 
combinations are part of rapidly developing technical textiles 
technology industry. The present invention employs a com 
bination of fabric, foam, moisture transfer nonwovens, mold 
able spacer materials, breathable membranes, coating, fin 
ishes, films, structurally woven or knitted waterproof fabrics, 
ionized fabrics, encapsulated outer fabrics in Such combina 
tions that increase the performance of the products in which 
they are used as well as increase breathability. The breathable 
membranes, coating and finishes are optional in alpine, hik 
ing and climbing shoes. The removable sock liner may be 
insert into rubber boots and all weather boots or alpine prod 
ucts. The discussion above has focused upon Snowboard 
boots, alpine boots, hiking and climbing shoe liners similar 
applications can be made with running shoes, helmets, pro 
tective gear or cross country boots, or in-line skates, gloves, 
accessories, sleeping bags, backpacks and apparel with slight 
modifications. 
0147 The snowboard boot liner, the various layers can be 
combined by lamination, mechanical bonding, Stitch bond 
ing, ultrasonic bonding or a combination of these two. The 
second and third layers would include a foam that contacts the 
first layer and is a germicidal, reticulated foam or a hydro 
philic, open-cell foam, such as DuPont and VPF manufac 
tured by Foamex, DRI-Z manufactured by Dicon with or 
without glycerin, COMFORTEMP by Frisby and Schoeller 
or the like. Alternatively, these layers can be a Foss thermal 
composite. An elastomeric cellular composite inclusive of 
moisture transfer nonwoven fibers or a open cell foam backed 
by a moisture transfer nonwoven apertured top sheet com 
posed of wood pulp, polyester, rayon, lyocel, cotton, or 
polypropylene, in a single process. A foam composite may be 
used in combination with a thermal nonwoven. 
0.148. The fourth layer is a hydrophilic, open cell prefer 
ably, (DuPont or VPF), a slow recovery foam, or Dicon Tech 
nologies foam, or polymer flex-guard mesh or a polymer 
flex-guard mesh inclusive in a open cell foam or a polyester 
breathable spacer material (by Muller) or the like for support. 
In this case, the open cell foam, DuPont is laminated to a 
moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet composed of wood 
pulp, cotton, polyester, lyocel, blend which abuts a water 
proof/breathable membrane (fifth layer) if used. If the flex 
guard polymer mesh is used it is include in the foam in one 
process or the flex guard is followed by another layer of open 
cell (DuPont) with a moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet 
inclusive in the foam or abutting the waterproof/breathable 
membrane or an encapsulated or waterproof breathable 
coated or filmed exterior shell fabric. If the spacer material is 
used to may or may not be molded to accommodate the foot. 
The moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet may be eliminated 
in selected performance categories. The breathable spacer 
material abuts either a waterproof breathable membrane, an 
encapsulated or coated fabric. The breathable spacer material 
may combined with a THERMOLITE or the Foss thermal 
composite. 
0149. The Phase Change Technology by OUTLAST, 
Frisby may be added to any layer in the liner system and may 
be combined with encapsulated fibers and fabrics. Phase 
Change Technology can be used in conjunction with struc 
turally knitted waterproof fabrics or fibers, or with the encap 
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sulation fabrics by Nextec, Toray or the like. Encapsulation 
by Nextec combined with the OUTLAST Technologies is an 
enhance option in this embodiment, but is not essential in the 
products. If encapsulation is employed, then the fourth layer 
preferably includes THERMOLITE or the Foss thermalcom 
posite. If a non-removable liner is employed instead of a 
removable liner, a waterproof-breathable thin film, finishes or 
coating can be used instead of encapsulation or a waterproof 
breathable membrane. 
0150. The sixth layer in this removable shell liner may be 
Cordura, STARLITE, KEVLAR fabrics or the like. The 
STARLITE by Faytex Corp or Faytex breathable series, Kev 
lar and Cordura's by Schoeller 6500, 14705, 13207, 13632, 
65563 etc. and NAM LIONG's ARMORTEX Series, DER 
IZAX and ENTRANT Gil by Toray. 
0151. The exterior shell fabric is and preferably encapsu 
lated or waterproofed with a breathable thin film or coating. 

Alpine Cross Country Boots 

0152. A liner for the alpine cross country boots has a first 
layer selected from a group including polypropylene, nylon 
blend, polyester or polyester blends, LYCRA or wool backed 
by cotton, wool, rayon, lyocel, acetate, acrylic, polyester or a 
nonwoven blend. The inner ling fabric or material may be an 
anti-microbial, anti-fungal INNOVA or ALPHA; Sueded 
polyesters; polyester field sensor; looped polyester terry: Dri 
line by Milliken, DRI-LEX DOESKIN or BABY KID or the 
like by Faytex Corp.; polyester DRI-LEX terry by Faytex; 
polyester fleeced blends or spacer fabric by Malden; and 
polypropylene backed by cotton by Coville. 

Alternatively the three layer composite by Faytex, Dicon or 
the like may abut the second layer. 
0153. The second layer in this embodiment may be a open 
cell foam, or a moisture transfer nonwoven composite, or a 
breathable moldable spacer fabric or the outer shell material. 
These material may be individually selected or in combina 
tions in certain performance categories. 
0154 The second layer is a germicidal, open cell hydro 
philic foam. It may be COMFORTEMP by Frisby or DuPont 
with Phase Change Technologies or a foam by Dicon Tech 
nologies with or without glycerin. This foam can be provided 
with or without a moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet. The 
moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet can be selected from 
any of the materials previously specified. Alternatively, the 
second layer may be an elastomeric composite or the second 
layer can be a open cell foam such as DRI-Zor DuPont or the 
like with a fiber integrated into the foam during it's construc 
tion. This composite of fiber and foam is created in one 
process and may in some performance categories contain a 
polymer mesh such as that developed by Naltex or a webbing. 
The open cell foam with or without the polymer mesh may 
alternatively, contain a fibers nonwoven sheet constructed of 
the above Suggested fibers contained in the nonwoven back 
ing. The assist in the absorption and transfer of the moisture 
passing through the moisture transfer system. 
0155 The third layer is a structural support foam or a 
breathable moldable spacer material by Muller Textil. The 
heel and arch may also have a slow recovery foam or spacer 
fabric added for comfort. The thickness of the layer of foam or 
spacer fabric and THERMOLITE may vary for performance. 
0156 The fourth layer is a thin layer of THERMOLITE, a 
hollow core polyester fibers, THERMOLITE combined with 
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a with a open cell foam with or with out nature fibers such as 
corn fibers added. Optionally, the third layer can be a blend of 
moisture transfer synthetic or nature fibers blend or the 
THERMALFOSS nonwoven composite with or with out 
DuPont thermal fibers oran open cell foam such as DuPont or 
the like with a moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet made of 
wood pulp, lyocel, rayon, cotton, polyester, acrylic, acetate, 
corn or polypropylene. These nonwoven fibers in combina 
tions or independently absorb and move moisture. The fourth 
layer may be optional in some performance categories. 
(O157. The fifth layer is optionally, a breathable water 
proof/breathable membrane which may be any one of the 
following: SECO at Shawmut Mills, THINTECH, THER 
MOLITE 2000/1300 standard, laytex, breathable membranes 
by Harrison Technologies, Sympatex, or ENTRANT Gil by 
Toray The OUTLAST Membrane can be used by itself, with 
another membrane or with encapsulation technology on the 
outer shell fabric, such as Nextec, Toray or the like 
Alternatively, instead of the membrane, encapsulation tech 
nology or a waterproof breathable finish or film may be 
applied to the exterior shell materials of the sixth layer and 
can achieve similar results. Optionally, a combination of 
Phase Change Technology and encapsulation fibers or fabrics 
by Nextec or Toray. If encapsulation is employed, then the 
fourth layer preferably includes THERMOLITE, a moisture 
transfer nonwoven blend or THERMALFOSS composite. 
0158. The sixth layer is one of the following fabrics. Note 
that if these fabrics are encapsulated, the waterproof/breath 
able membrane in the fifth layer may not be needed in com 
bination. These fabrics include the following: Cordura; 
LYCRA blends; STARLITE by Faytex Corp.; KEVLAR fab 
ric by Schoeller (14705, 6500, 13207, 13632, 65563, etc.); 
NAMLIONG. AROMRTEX Series, DuPont and Toray or the 
like, Cordura 2000 by DuPont, Dermizax and ENTRANT Gil 
by Toray, 3 or 4 ply Supplex; Mojave and Tudor nylon and 
polyester blends by Travis; 6 ply Maxus nylon blends or the 
like; and synthetic leathers by Daewoo, Inc., Nextec or mois 
ture transfer nonwovens by Freudenberg, Sisa or the like. 
These fabrics may be used individually or in combination. 
0159. The seventh layer is a LYCRA covered neoprene, 
moldable spacer fabric or slow recovery foam or reticulated 
open cell foam ankle cuff. 
0160 The tongue for the alpine boot is similar to the 
tongue of the in-line skate. The tongue of the cross country 
boot is similar to the snowboard boot. They can be con 
structed of DuPont molded foams with a moisture transfer 
nonwoven top sheet or moldable spacer fabrics. A slow recov 
ery foam can also be used as specified with the snowboard 
boot. The inner fabric is one or more of DRI-LEX, DRI-LEX 
Aero-spacer, polyester FIELDSENSOR polyester by Toray, 
Freudenberg nonwovens, DRILINE by Milliken, polyester 
spacerby Malden, polar fleece INNOVA or ALPHA polypro 
pylene by Coville or Deercreek fabrics, or DRI-LEX DOE 
SKIN nylon, polyester blends sueded or fleeced or the like. 
The outer tongue fabrics are high abrasive fabrics constructed 
of KEVLAR and Corduras by Schoellar's or NAM LIONG 
and DRI-LEX Aero-Spacer (or other Aero-spacer materials 
by Faytex, or the like, and breathable synthetic and natural 
leathers by Daewoo, Nextec, or the like. 
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All the leather in this embodiment can be treated with OutDry 
by Nextec. 
Hiking Boots 
0161. A liner for the hiking boot would include the fol 
lowing. The first layer is selected from a group including: 
polyester field sensor; looped poly terry; DRI-LEX compos 
ites by Faytex: Doeskin, baby kid, Cambrelle by Faytex; 
anti-fungal, anti-microbial polypropylene fabrics; INNOVA 
or ALPHA fleeced polyester and polypropylene blends, 
Sueded polyester blends, COOL MAX or nylon blends, or the 
like. Any combination of these moisture transfer fabrics can 
also be used. 
0162 The second layer is a cellular elastomeric composite 
or hydrophilic open cell foam preferably DuPont, COMFOR 
TEMP by Frisby/Schoeller or DRI-Z by Dicon. The OUT 
LAST membrane is an option in this layer. If a foam is used, 
a moisture transfer nonwoven top sheet selected from previ 
ously mentioned materials can be attached as a backing. 
0163 The third layer is a molded hydrophilic open cell 
foam preferably DuPont backed by an aperture top sheet 
composed of cotton, polyester, polypropylene, Lyocel, rayon, 
or wood pulp, cotton or the like. A moldable heel and ankle 
spacer fabric by Muller or the like may also be used in place 
of the third layer of hydrophilic foam. A breathable moldable 
spacer fabric or foam may be added around the toe box and 
back cuff. A molded heel/ankle insert by Muller Textil is 
preferably also used. 
(0164. The fourth layer optionally is a waterproof/breath 
able membrane which may be any one of the following: 
OUTLAST membrane by Gateway Technologies combined 
with Seco-Tex, TX1540 (distributed by Shawmut Mills), 
THINTECH, THERMOLITE 2000/1300 standard, Laytex, 
WILCOFLEX DRY or the like. The OUTLAST Technology 
may also be used independently of the breathable membrane 
and may also be coated to the outer fabric or fibers. Also, this 
membrane layer may be eliminated in Some models depend 
ing upon the hiker's needs. Alternatively, instead of the 
breathable membrane, encapsulation of the fifth layer can be 
performed to achieve similar results. If encapsulation is 
employed, then the third layer may be an open cell foam or a 
moldable spacer fabric, a THERMOLITE, a moisture transfer 
nonwoven composite or a THERMALFOSS composite. The 
Phase Change Technology may be applied to the moisture 
transfer nonwoven, foam or fabric in this moisture liner sys 
tem and may be combination with outer shell encapsulated 
fibers and fabric, such as by Nextec, or the like. 
0.165. The fifth and last layer is a combination of one or 
more of the following: Corduras, Supplex Nylon, STAR 
LITE, Tudor, KEVLAR, nylon blends, polyester nylon 
blends, and waterproof breathable synthetic and natural leath 
ers. Preferably, this layer is waterproofed by using encapsu 
lation, waterproof finishes or films or coatings. Waterproof 
treatment to the exterior shell leathers, synthetic leathers and/ 
or materials can be applied by OUTDRY by Nextec, 
DURAPEL PLUS, HYPER D-WR or ENTRANT G2-XT. 
0166 Elastomeric composite technology may be insert 
between the exterior shell fabric and the breathable mem 
brane if applied or the elastomeric composite may about a 
moisture transfer nonwoven thermal blend one side and the 
exterior shell fabric on the other side. Optionally, the thermal 
nonwoven composite may be abutting the exterior shell mate 
rial. Furthermore, the breathable liner according to the 
present invention could also be added to clothing Such as 
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shirts, pants, gloves, helmets, backpacks etc., by omitting 
elements such as the structural mesh and by adjusting the 
number of foam material layers and their thickness. For 
example, clothing preferably has a wickable inner liner, fol 
lowed by an elastomeric or an open cell foam /16, /s and the 
outer shell fabric. A moisture transfer nonwoven may or may 
not be laminated to the foam. Optionally, a breathable mem 
brane abuts the foam or moisture transfer nonwoven and is 
laminated to the outer fabric. The outer fabric may be water 
proofed by encapsulated, laminated to a breathable water 
proof membrane, coated with a waterproof finish or film, or 
structurally woven or knitted to repel water. If encapsulation 
technology or a waterproofbreathable film or finish is applied 
to the exterior shell fabric than the breathable membrane may 
not be applied. Indeed, the amount of foam may be replaced 
by a nonwoven composite blend. Presently, this liner system 
is combining a open cell foam abutting a open cell foam and 
encapsulated outer shell fabric as one embodiment Option 
ally, the FossThermal, THERMOLITE or a nonwoven ther 
mal or nonwoven composite combined with foam may be 
used abutting the inner ling fabric and the outer shell fabrics. 
(0167. This invention can also be used for industrial and 
medical applications by using polyester spun bonded filter 
products by Tangerding Vlitesstoffe, Vitafiber, or the like, 
combined with alternating hydrophilic foam layers and non 
woven blends. The nonwoven composites are constructed to 
filter, absorb and transfer moisture and microscopic particles. 

Other Applications 

(0168 FIGS. 13-22 disclose various other embodiments of 
the present invention as follows. FIGS. 13-18 show a detach 
able, removable insert liner for soft shell skates and other 
products. These liners are inserts and can be used in hockey 
skates and other types of footwear. The same construction can 
be applied to a complete boot rather than an insert. This is 
shown in FIG. 19. FIG. 19 is an example of a complete skate 
containing the same materials as the inserts in FIGS. 13-18, 
and built in the same way as these inserts. 
(0169 FIG. 13 illustrates an insert (700) for an in-line skate 
or hockey skate with a first portion enlarged. In FIG. 13, 
numeral 710 represents a composite of one layer, two layers, 
or three layers. 710 shows outer shell fabric, foam, nonwoven, 
with no top sheet: the top sheet is the outer shell fabric in this 
case. 710 can be an exterior shell fabric or material abutting a 
cellular elastomeric composite, or the fabric can be backed by 
a flocked fiber combination abutting the foam and followed 
by a nonwoven or a knit. Alternatively, the same combination 
may be used without flocking. Optionally, layer 710 can be a 
single layer of fabric or material, or a double layer, including 
fabric or material abutting a nonwoven. Preferably, the com 
posite layer is a 3 layer construction of fabric, foam, and 
nonwoven. Layer 720 is a spacer fabric. Optionally, layer 720 
is a combination which may include multiple layers of foam 
and nonwoven. In some performance categories, 720 can be 
simply a foam or a nonwoven. Layer 730 is a nonwoven, or a 
cellular elastomeric composite or an inner lining fabric or 
material Such as a knit. 
(0170 FIG. 14 illustrates another embodiment of an insert 
(700) for an in-line skate or a hockey skate with a second 
portion enlarged. 740 illustrates a one, two, or three layer 
composite. The top sheet can be optionally composed of: 1) a 
nonwoven or a knitted layer; 2) a nonwoven or a knit and a 
foam; 3) a nonwoven or a knit with a cellular elastomeric 
composite; 4) a nonwoven and a foam composite. Layer 750, 
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760 and 770 together compose a spacer fabric or a moldable 
foam with a mesh. Optionally the spacer fabric or foam with 
a moldable mesh may include a nonwoven thermal Such as 
Thinsulite or Thermolite with or with out silver fibers by Foss 
Manufacturing or the like or a thermal composite made of 
nonwoven fiber blends and silver fibers. The preferable con 
struction replaces the 3 layers (750, 760, and 770) with a 
single layered spacer fabric. In some multilayer construc 
tions, the specific layers could be broken down as follows: 1) 
layer 750 may be a knit, woven, nonwoven construction, or 
foam, or an elastomeric composite; 2) layer 760 may be a 
foam, nonwoven or a combination of foam and nonwoven; 3) 
layer 770 may be a knit, woven, nonwoven, foam, or an 
elastomeric composite. 
0171 FIG. 15 illustrates another embodiment of an insert 
(700) for an in-line skate or hockey skate with a third portion 
enlarged. 780 could be a combination of an outer fabric and a 
foam or a combination of an outer fabrica foam and a non 
woven. 782 has many options. One combination is a foam 
with a mesh, a non-woven, another foam, and another non 
woven. A second combination has a foam, a mesh, a non 
woven, a second foam, and a second non-woven. A third 
combination is a non-woven, a foam, a second non-woven 
and a non-woven composite manufactured by Foss. Option 
ally, all nonwoven layers may be a cellular elastomeric com 
posite, and may include silver fibers by Foss Manufacturing. 
0172 784 has three options. One option is a spacer fabric. 
A second option is a moldable foam. The third option is a 
combination of a foam and a polymer mesh, manufactured by 
Naltex. 

0173 786 has the following options. It could be an outer 
fabric plus a foam or a foam and non-woven composite (Foss 
composite). Another option is an outer fabric and an elasto 
meric composite. Finally, 786 could be a Foss composite and 
an elastomeric composite together with an outer shell fabric. 
In some performance products the layers of 782 are omitted. 
It should be noted here that all composite materials can be 
backed by a flocked fiber blend which may contain silver 
fibers. 

(0174 FIG. 16 illustrates an insert (800) for a soft-shell 
alpine boot with first and second portions enlarged. 802 illus 
trates a composite including an inner moisture transfer mate 
rial, a foam and a nonwoven. 802 may also be an inner 
moisture transfer material, abutting a nonwoven and foam 
composite or a cellular elastomeric composite. 804 illustrates 
a composite of a nonwoven a foam, a second nonwoven and a 
second foam. Alternatively, 804 may be composed of a foam 
and a nonwoven with silver fibers (this combination is an 
example of a moisture transfer thermal), and in Some perfor 
mance categories a cellular elastomeric composite may be 
combined with a moisture transfer thermal. This whole layer 
can be eliminated in Some performance categories. Nonwov 
ens in this composite may be replaced by a knitted fabric. 806 
illustrates a spacer fabric or a breathable moldable foam. The 
moldable foam may include a polymer mesh, with or without 
silver fiber blends, or other fiber blends including wool fibers. 
In one option the silvers and natural blends abut the spacer 
fabrics and may be followed by a thermal nonwoven layer. 
Thermal nonwovens such as Thinsulite and Thermolite he 
like may include the silver fibers by Foss manufacturing. 
Layer 806 is a moisture transfer thermal composite composed 
of a nonwoven, and foam blend. The foam with mesh can be 
followed by a nonwoven or another foam. The foam non 
woven composite may be constructed in the following ways: 
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1) foam-nonwoven-foam; 2) nonwoven-foam-nonwoven; 3) 
nonwoven-foam-nonwoven-foam-spacer fabric; 4) non 
woven-foam-nonwoven-spacer fabric. All of these combina 
tions may include silver fibers or fiber blends and are consid 
ered moisture transfer thermals. In some options, the 
nonwoven layer may be replaced with a knitted layer, or a 
cellular elastomeric composite. 808 illustrates a cellular elas 
tomeric composite or a foam and nonwoven abutting an exte 
rior shell fabric. The moisture transfer thermal composite 
may be combined with a polymer mesh and the exterior shell 
fabric in layer 808. Alternatively 808 can be the exterior shell 
fabric open cell foam with or without silver fibers or fiber 
blends abutting a nonwoven, a nonwoven thermal blend or a 
nonwoven and foam composite. This exterior shell composite 
is moldable, transferS moisture, and regulates temperature 
with fiber additions. The exterior shell fabric may be water 
proofed in the following ways: 1) with encapsulation; 2) with 
breathable membrane; 3) with waterproof breathable film or 
finish; 4) with fibers treated or constructed to repel water. A 
preferable three-layer construction for golf shoes, running 
shoes, cross-country boots and apparel includes a waterproof 
exterior shell fabric, an open cell foam, or a cellular elasto 
meric composite abutting a knitted or nonwoven inner mois 
ture transfer material. Optionally the foam, nonwoven or 
cellular elastomeric composite may include blends contain 
ing either silver or wool fibers, or both. 
(0175 FIG. 16 also illustrates in layer 910 a spacer fabric 
abutting layer 912. Optionally,910 can be a foam with a fiber 
blend and polymer mesh added. 912 is preferably a moisture 
transfer thermal, composed of a foam nonwoven antimicro 
bial blend with silver fibers. Alternatively, 912 can be a non 
woven thermal without foam or a thermal nonwoven with 
silver fibers. 914 is a one-, two-, or three-layer composite. It 
can be an outer shell fabric or material, abutting a breathable 
foam followed by a nonwoven. Alternatively, the outer shell 
fabric may abut a cellular elastomeric composite or thermal 
OWOW. 

(0176 FIG. 17 illustrates an insert (800) for a soft shell 
alpine boot with a second portion enlarged. 810 represents an 
outer shell fabric, a foam and a nonwoven composite. The 810 
layer is preferably moldable antimicrobial thermal breath 
able, and transfers moisture. The 810 layer can be developed 
in a number of constructions. Layer 812 can be an outer shell 
fabric and a breathable foam, an outer shell fabrica breathable 
foam and a nonwoven, or an outer shell fabric and a cellular 
elastomeric composite, or outer shell fabric and a moisture 
transfer thermal with or without foam. Layer 812 is a spacer 
fabric, which can optionally be a breathable foam with or 
without a polymer mesh and silver fibers or fiber blends. 
Layer 812 can be optionally be a moisture transfer thermal 
moldable nonwoven composite, and in some performance 
categories the foam can be replaced with a cellular elasto 
meric composite included in the nonwoven layer. Layer 810 
and layer 814 are similar to each other in this three-layer 
construction. Optionally, layer 814 can be a two-layer con 
struction. Layer 814 illustrates a composite with an outer 
shell fabric and a foam, or an outer shell fabric and a non 
woven, or an outer shell fabric and a foam, or an outer shell 
fabric and a cellular elastomeric composite. Preferably layer 
814 is an outer shell fabric and a moisture transfer thermal 
composite including breathable foam and silver fibers. Layer 
816 is a moisture transfer thermal nonwoven inserted 
between the options in layer 814 and a spacer fabric in layer 
818, or a foam with or without a polymer mesh. Optionally, 
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layer 816 can be a foam nonwoven composite or a cellular 
elastomeric composite. This multi-layered composite abuts 
an inner lining material and forms the moldable liner insert or 
permanently attached liner. In some options, this liner may 
incorporate 3-15 layers. The spacer fabric in layer 818 can 
optionally be a foam a nonwoven or a combination. Layer 18 
may also be a foam with a moldable polymer mesh. 
(0177 FIG. 18 illustrates a soft shell alpine boot (900) 
including inserts such as that shown in FIGS. 16 and 17. In the 
enlarged portion of FIG. 18, 820 illustrates an inner lining 
material. 822 illustrates a foam nonwoven composite and 
optionally 822 may be a cellular elastomeric composite or a 
breathable foam. Layer 824 illustrates a polymer mesh. The 
polymer mesh in 824 can be included in a foam, or in a 
nonwoven, or in a foam and nonwoven composite, or alter 
natively it may abut layers with any of these constructions. 
One option, layer 820 abuts a cellular elastomeric composite 
including a polymer mesh. Layer 826 illustrates anotherinner 
lining material. 826 may alternatively be a nonwoven and a 
cellular elastomeric composite or a knitted construction and a 
breathable foam or a three-layer composite composed of an 
inner lining material, a foam and a nonwoven. Preferably, the 
pouter shell soft boot composite is composed of an outer shell 
fabric, a frothed open cell foam, a moisture transfer non 
woven, or nonwoven composite and an inner lining material. 
This composite is moldable, transferS moisture, and is ther 
mal and waterproof. 
(0178 FIG. 19 illustrates a soft shell alpine boot (900) 
including inserts such as that shown in FIGS. 16 and 17. In the 
enlarged portion of FIG. 18, 830 illustrates an inner lining 
material. 832 illustrates a foam nonwoven composite and 
optionally 832 may be a cellular elastomeric composite or a 
breathable foam. Layer 834 illustrates another inner lining 
material. 834 may alternatively be a nonwoven and a cellular 
elastomeric composite or a knitted construction and a breath 
able foam or a three-layer composite composed of an inner 
lining material, a foam and a nonwoven. Preferably, the 
pouter shell soft boot composite is composed of an outer shell 
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fabric, a frothed open cell foam, a moisture transfer non 
woven, or nonwoven composite and an inner lining material. 
This composite is moldable, transferS moisture, and is ther 
mal and waterproof. 
(0179 FIG. 20 illustrates a polymer shell for a hockey skate 
960 including a moisture transfer liner. 
0180 FIG. 21 illustrates a soft shell inline skate (950) 
incorporating any of the inserts of FIGS. 13-15. The soft shell 
inline skate does include some polymer shell materials iden 
tified in 920. Similar material also forms a part of the soft shell 
alpine boot of FIG. 18 although not explicitly identified. In 
some options, the polymer shell material in 920 can be elimi 
nated from the Soft alpine or skateboot, and in other options 
the shell material may be increased to provide more Support. 
0181 All nonwovens, foams, fabrics, materials or com 
posites can have fibers flocked to either one or both sides. The 
flocked fiber blend may include silver fibers by Foss Manu 
facturing Co. 
0182 While the present invention has been described 
above in connection with the preferred embodiments, one of 
ordinary skill in the art would be enabled by this disclosure to 
make various modifications to the disclosed embodiments 
and still be within the scope and spirit of the present invention 
as recited in the appended claims. 
0183 Any composite constructions or combination of 
composites in this application may be applied to technical 
apparel, casual sportswear, protective clothing, Snowboard or 
biking helmets, accessories, in-line skates, ice skates, hockey 
skates, medical and may have industrial applications. 
What is claimed: 
1. A moisture transfer composite material comprising: 
an inner waterproof/breathable moisture transfer material; 

and 
a moisture transfer, thermal flocked fiber blend: comprised 

of shaped and/or hollow fibers attached to the inner 
waterproof/breathable moisture transfer material 
through a breathable adhesive. 
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